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Abstract
Webb, Charles H. M.S.Egr.
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Separation and Vorticity Transport in Massively-Unsteady Low Reynolds Number Flows

There is no doubt that nature has existed as the very inspiration for many of
technological achievements of today. Flight is no exception though our conventional
methods of flight seem to be completely devoid of any flapping modes commonly seen
in insects and birds. This is because the unsteady characteristics of natures keen flight
capabilities is very difficult to study. However, as our computational and experimental
methods of investigation have improved, our imagination again begins to turn to this
one aspect of flight that has eluded man thus far. Birds and more specifically insects are
capable of flying at such slow speeds and on such small scales that man’s understanding
of aerodynamics begins to breakdown and fails to account for the force necessary for
insects to fly. This has led to serious complications in the design of a small semiautonomous flying robot or Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) that the military as well as a few
civilian organizations have high interest in for multiple purposes.
This thesis uses a user-defined computational Navier Stokes solver, called Vicar3d for
reasons discussed within this thesis, as well as information from an experimental facility
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to test some basic concepts inherent to flapping foils such as the ability of the angle of
attack to predict either interaction with the airfoil and the wake and/or the loads
history. Also, whether the selection of the airfoils has any effect on the wake or loads
history as well, mainstream flapping foil literature has mainly concentrated on using
conventional airfoils commonly employed in fixed wing aircraft. It was the intention of
the author of this thesis to test airfoils that were shaped from actual cross-sections of
actual insect species as these foils have shown greater performance in static testing.
Additionally, some interesting phenomena was discovered along the course of these
studies and an unconventional type of flapping motion resulted that was studied to
determine possible applications to MAVs with the motions’ higher performance
capabilities.
It was found that the existing definition of the effective angle of attack for a flapping foil
is either erroneous or simply insufficient information to predict either wake interaction
or loads history with no obvious relationship between the angle of attack and loads time
traces. Finally, the proper selection of airfoil, most notably those inspired by wing cross
sections from specific insect species has very little effect on the wake interaction, but
oddly enough seems to have an impact on the lift generated. Comparing performance
from these cross-sections to the performance of more conventional cross-sections
showed considerable increases making them excellent candidates for future MAVs.
Also the unconventional “limp wrist” motion that was discovered by doubling the
frequency of the pitch over the plunge displayed favorable performance characteristics
give an intelligent selection of the pivot point. Pivot points closer to the leading edge of
iv

the airfoil showed remarkable averaged thrust and lift coefficients and pivot points
closer to the trailing edge of the airfoil showed very high values of lift, unfortunately
also showed high values of drag as well. All conclusions seem to point to the fact that
there is still much to be learned in this area of unsteady aeronautics as there seems to
be hundreds of parameters and options to exercise.
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NOMENCLATURE
= Plunge (heave) as function of time
= Pitch as function of time
= Amplitude of plunge
= Reduced plunge amplitude,
= Airfoil chord
= Pitch or plunge physical frequency, Hz
= Plunge motion period (seconds)
= fraction of plunge motion period
= Reduced pitch or plunge frequency,
= Amplitude of pitching motion, deg
= Airfoil chord fraction, or chord fraction of pivot point location for pitch (trailing
edge = 1.0).
=Strouhal Number,
= Phase of motion, deg; 360º = one period of plunge
=Thrust (or drag) coefficient
= Lift coefficient
= Nondimensional plunge velocity =
= angle of attack
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
1.1 Statement of Problem
There has been an increasing interest among certain groups, most notably the U.S. Air
Force, for a small semi-autonomous robot, roughly the size of an insect, to perform
tasks that common unmanned vehicles in existence today are incapable performing.
Such tasks include, among other things, surveillance, chemical and radiation detection,
and possible applications even extend to weaponry. Most unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) can already perform some of these tasks such as the Global Hawk and Predator
to name a few, however the cost and logistics involved with maintaining such programs
make it cumbersome to benefit the average soldier or fire team, as there are only a
limited number of these UAVs and require a team of operators. Instead, it is envisioned
that these smaller flying vehicles or Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) will perform all of the
tasks mentioned above, only on a much smaller scale within more confined quarters (i.e.
buildings) to increase the average soldier’s situational awareness, as these will ideally be
relatively cheap and easy to manufacture. The Global Hawk and Predator are excellent
tools; however, one cannot very well fly one down the hall of a building and the limited
number suggests that they cannot be everywhere anytime a soldier needs one. Also
there small size would allow these vehicles to hide in “plane-sight” and maintain
extended surveillance and would therefore be an invaluable intelligence gathering tool.
The applications for such a vehicle are many and not only limited to the military.
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Such a vehicle would require unique maneuvering capabilities including hovering,
forward flight and being able to fly backwards. Conventional fixed wing aircraft is
incapable of this kind of maneuvering leaving rotor aircraft as another option. However,
rotor aircraft are susceptible to some unwanted effects in instances such as “near-wall”
or “near-ceiling” situations where the rotors pull the vehicle into the wall or ceiling
creating a situations in which the rotors or the vehicle itself can become damaged and
not provide lift causing operational failure. Rotor aircraft can successfully be scaled
down to very small sizes and still be able to operate, albeit relatively inefficiently,
however is still capable of flight on such a small scale. Fixed wing aircraft and essentially
all conventional aeronautic theory breaks down at such a small scale and speeds,
therefore a new approach is needed to create a vehicle with such favorable
maneuvering capabilities. Enter nature; birds were arguably man first inspiration for
flight as most early attempts and inventions essentially mimicked the flapping motion of
birds. Our inspiration in this case is insects, as these creatures have already mastered
the art of flying at such scales and through the motion of their wings can both provide
lift and thrust efficiently. However, conventional aerodynamic theory again fails to
predict the amount of lift it requires to make an insect fly as most calculations conclude
that insects shouldn’t be able to fly at all. Research as early as the 20’s have been
conducted on such topics either motivated by bio-mimetic flight or wing flutter which is
essentially the same kind of motion. However not much light was able to be shed on
the subject and only very small contributions could be accounted for in such an
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unsteady problem, leaving researchers and engineers with a formidable obstacle to
overcome.
For successful development of such a vehicle, a few different paths can be taken. One
particular group can concentrate on the design of the vehicle with the more “hands-on”
approach i.e. how to use existing technologies and materials or creating new
technologies and materials to determine how to give the wings of the vehicle motion,
construct the body, provide power etc. Such groups like Harvard and the Delfly group
have made very promising progress as both groups have created relatively small
vehicles that can provide ample thrust and lift to move the whole vehicle.
Other groups tend to focus more on the biological aspect of flapping flight by
performing extensive studies on every aspect of actual insect species flight by providing
information on everything from the species body flight angle, wing motions, muscle
systems etc. Finally, other groups focus more on the aerodynamics associated with
flapping or unsteady flight by taking advantage of the constantly improving
experimental and computational methods to rebuild so to speak our understanding of
aerodynamic theory. All methods mentioned above are necessary and not without
compliment to each other; the biologic research provides useful information both to
design teams as well as the aerodynamics team as nature is again our inspiration in such
a project. Nature through many millions of years of evolution as created a very intricate
art of flying in very many insect and bird species, the challenge to us engineers is looking
at nature, deciding what mechanisms are absolutely essential to flapping flight then
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simplifying and optimizing those mechanisms to meet our goals. The biologic research
again provides most of this information which is assimilated by the design and
aerodynamic teams for testing, optimization, and hopefully implementing. Lessons
learned by the design team will obviously be used in the actual construction of the
finished product and therefore provide and indispensable service in this endeavor.
Finally, aerodynamics teams have the daunting task of rebuilding our knowledge of
unsteady, low speed flight. Such efforts are again necessary as insects and birds have
the advantage of active control and well developed experience with flight with their
sensory organs and perception. This is a luxury that will not be afforded to the future
operators of MAVs who will be dependent on computer aided support and control for
stabilization and reaction to things such as gust and turbulence. Therefore, an extensive
knowledge of what affects the motion of the wing and phenomena within the flow have
on the overall performance of the vehicle. To do this, we must again continue early
research in an effort to gain an intimate understanding of unsteady aeronautics. Such is
the focus of this paper.
The objective of this author is to test specifically what effects the interaction of a
pitching and heaving airfoil, movement that closely approximates the forward flying
movement of insect wings as well as the aerodynamic performance. We also want to
test what characteristics of an insect’s wing contribute their high performance flight. In
subsequent chapters, we will discuss how closely computed loads history conforms with
the effective angle of attack in both conventional “swimming” motions and more
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unconventional “limp wrist” motions cause by frequency ratios not equal to 1. We will
also discuss which of these angle of attack characteristics, such as maximum amplitude
of effective angle of attack, rate of change of angle of attack, and mean angle of attack,
are more dominant factors on flow interaction tested via sinusoidal, ramp, and saw
tooth motions. Finally, we will introduce this idea of a “bio-inspired” airfoil, so called
because the profile of these airfoils is mimics cross-sections actually found in select
species of insects which will be tested against more “technical” airfoils such as an ellipse
and GAW-1.
1.2 Background and Previous Knowledge
Perhaps the earliest work of this nature was performed by Knoller (1909) and Betz
(1912) showed experimentally that a plunging airfoil’s lift vector tilts in the direction of
the free-stream velocity ultimately creating thrust. This was later verified in a wind
tunnel experiment by Katzmayr (1922). Flat plate, or thin airfoil theory was used as
early as 1936 by Garrick to develop a model for predicting the coefficient of thrust for
flapping airfoils, though this model is only sufficient for very low reduced plunge
velocities. Theodorsen (1935) also presented a comprehensive numerical model using a
potential flow and Kutta condition for aerodynamic forces acting on an oscillating airfoil
under the limitations of very small plunge amplitude and inviscid incompressible flow,
though this study was motivated by the need to predict the onset of wing flutter
experienced in conventional fixed wing aircraft. These studies as well as the others
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mentioned were among the first attempts to recognize and qualitatively describe the
wake as well as performance associated with flapping or oscillating airfoils.
More recent studies have been performed by the likes of Lai and Platzeret. ,
Koochesfahani, and Anderson al., have experimentally performed more in depth
parametric studies concerning the interaction with the airfoil and the flow as well as
thrust production and have tried to draw trends among certain non-dimensional
parameters. Other researchers have been more focused in hydrodynamic performance
of oscillating foils, that is to say that their motivation is more on the biomimetics of fish
rather birds and insects and as such are again chiefly concerned with the thrust
produced by such foils only.
Freymuth (1988) conducted a study in which an airfoil was studied in both pureplunging and pure-pitching motions in a wind tunnel presenting a qualitative discussion
on the interaction of the airfoil and flow. Using sufficiently high reduced frequencies,
where applicable small angles of attack and small amplitudes of plunge to discourage
the separation of the flow from the leading edge of the airfoil which commonly results
to a drag inducing wake. This behavior was seen in some examples where the plunge
amplitude was too large for a given reduced frequency also the same behavior was seen
in pure-pitching airfoils where the angle of attack was again to large for the given
reduced frequency. However, in cases where the reduced frequency was sufficiently
large, but angles of attack or plunge amplitudes were small enough, a flow with an
opposite sense of rotation from a Karman vortex street was identified to in fact be a
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thrust producing wake. This study identifies the basic propulsive mechanism associated
with flapping motions and was intended to provide a foundation in which the
complexity of the parameter space and other factors such as airfoil shape can be
rationally pursued, which has been in several examples such as the following examples
discussed below.
Koochesfahani (1989), represents a comprehensive study performed with a NACA 0012
airfoil in a pure-pitch motion about the ¼ chord of the foil for different amplitudes of
instantaneous angle of attack and Strohaul numbers in a low-speed water tunnel. Using
qualitative measurements from dye injection as well as wake momentum calculations
Koochesfahani was able to show that a the wake of the airfoil can be controlled with
careful selection of the parameters, chiefly concerning the Strouhal number. Therefore
changing from a wake with velocity deficit, sometimes referred to a Karman vortex
street, to a wake with a velocity excess, most usually in the form of the Inverse Karman
vortex street seen in Freymuth (1988). Comparing thrust coefficients with reduced
frequency at different amplitudes of angle of attack, which in this study were very low
at 2 degrees and 4 degrees, it was found that this transition from drag to thrust
production occurred at relatively higher reduced frequencies of roughly k = 3, k = 5.5 for
angle of attack amplitudes 4 degrees and 2 degrees respectively.
Lai and Platzer (1999) presents another comprehensive study using a NACA 0012 airfoil
in a water tunnel facility undergoing a pure-plunge motion for a range of reduced
plunge velocities of 0.18 to 9.3. Using Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) as well as
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qualitative dye injection to describe the flow field as well as velocity fields and thrust
information. This study uses the ratio of the maximum plunge velocity to the freestream velocity, reduce plunge velocity, as the main parameter showing that as this
parameter exceeds a rough value of 0.4 (Lai and Platzer et. al. uses an additional
multiplier in the calculation of this reduced frequency, and in turn reduced plunge
velocity, and therefore values reported are twice that then calculated by this paper’s
author) that the wake behind the oscillating airfoil produces thrust. Values of reduced
plunge velocity below 0.2 are in fact drag producing, and in between these two values is
this transition band. Lai and Platzer et al. also compares values of thrust coefficients
with the numerical model provided by Garrick showing that experimental values for
thrust coefficient at higher values of reduced plunge velocity were lower than what
Garrick’s model predicts.
Finally, Anderson (1998) presents a study in which the airfoils in combined motion of
pitch and plunge. This was a much larger parametric study then performed by previous
researchers with the focus on varying a large array of parameters including Strouhal
number, plunge amplitudes, and phase angle between the pitch and the plunge, in
order to find the highest propulsive efficiency. Also, considerations were made to the
principal mechanisms governing the wake dynamics to aid the parametric search. This
optimum range was found to be around Strouhal numbers of 0.25 to 0.40, angles of
attack between 150 and 250, and a phase angle of roughly 750. The study also presented
a series of flow visualizations were conducted in an effort to link phenomena witnessed
in the flow to higher values of thrust coefficient noting leading edge vortex formations
8

that convect downstream along the airfoil and lead to the formation of the inverse
Karman vortex street.
Dong (2006) also presents an extensive, but not by any means exhaustive, search
through parameter space and studied the effect of many different non-dimensional
parameters on the thrust. This study was conducted using a different version of the
same numerical solver used in this thesis, however, a majority of the results presented
in the paper were three-dimensional and was motivated by the bio-mimetics of fish and
therefore was only chiefly concerned with the thrust production. The study analyzed
the effect of the aspect ratio of three dimensional foils in the combined pitching and
heaving motion and results were compared to the infinite aspect ratio (two-dimensional
case) showing some decrease in computed force coefficients as the aspect ratio
increases. Additionally, this study shows the effect of increasing Strohaul number of the
mean thrust and as the Strohaul number is increased, the mean thrust is also
monotonously increasing, however, the propulsive efficiency is shown to peak at a value
of around St = 0.5, which is consistent with results in Anderson (1998), and decreases
monotonously as the Strohaul number continues to increase. The largest reported
value of Strohaul number was St = 1.2. Finally the effect of the pitch bias, the mean
angle at which the airfoil pitches about, was analyzed showing that as the pitch bias is
increased, from 0 degrees to 30 degrees, the wake tends to deflect more so that the
coefficient of thrust decreases, however the coefficient of lift increases finally changing
to a drag producing wake around a value of 18 degrees, consistent with Triantafyllou
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(2003). This pitch bias behavior makes an excellent parameter choice for maneuvering
and take-off situations
We also wish to study the effect of what the shape of the airfoil has on the flow and
overall performance, it seems as though plenty of researchers have spent a great deal of
time on how to construct the movement of the wings, but few have considered how to
construct the wings themselves. NACA 0012 is a popular choice, Lai and Platzer (1999),
Koochesfahani (1989), or some other cambered version thereof, these airfoils are more
conventional and were developed for use on conventional fixed wing aircraft. However,
with such an unconventional problem at hand, it is logical to look to nature again for
inspiration on how to construct these wings of MAVs since we are already looking to
nature for the wing motion. Several researchers in the field of biology and other related
fields have spent a great deal of effort analyzing the structure of insect wings. Unlike
birds which control the shape of their wings by muscle contractions to alter the
alignment of the bones and the arrangement of feathers (Kent 1992), insects have less
active control as insect wings muscles are restricted to the base of the wing. Therefore,
insect wings are passive structures that rely on the vein arrangement, pleated
configuration, and material properties to determine how the wing will change shape
when aerodynamic forces act upon it (Wootton 1981; 1992). The arrangement in veins,
vein diameter, and vein branching varies widely among insect orders and families
(Wootton 1990; Combes and Daniel 2003a).

As a sequence, a number of insects

including locusts, dragonflies, crane flies, and hoverflies employ wings that are pleated
along the chord. The pleated configuration of these corrugated wings varies along the
10

spanwise and chordwise direction of the wings allowing for torsion and development of
camber while providing stiffening against spanwise bending and an overall since of
structural rigidity (Hertel 1966, Newman et al 1977, Newman and Wootton 1986, Sudo
and Tsuyuki 2000, Rees 1975a).
Intuition and experience would seem to suggest that the pleated and corrugated
profiles described above would have a relatively low performance as the pleats would
most likely create drag and have no positive contribution to generated lift. However, a
handful of studies have been performed in which pleated models of a dragonfly
forewing wing (Rees 1975b, Rudolph 1977, Newman et al 1977, Bucholz 1986, and Kesel
2000), as well as actual dragonfly wings (Okamato et al 1996) and full body dragonflies
(Wakeling and Ellington 1997a) were placed in a steady flow to replicate gliding flight
indicative of the species. It was shown that these airfoils possessed such advantages
like delaying stall and providing more lift with a negligible increase in drag when
compared to foils such as flat plate at the same angle of attack. The results from these
studies, however, vary when trying to answer what effect the pleats have on the
aerodynamic performance.
Kessel et al. performed an extensive experimental study comparing wing sections, both
pleated and profiled, from a dragonfly forewing and compared force measurements
with technical airfoils including a flat plate and a curved plate. The pleated airfoils were
extrapolated from the forewing of an Aeshna Cyanea, species of dragonfly, along three
different locations along the span of the wing, specifically 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 fractions of
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the span. A profiled counterpart to each pleated profile was determined by connecting
the peaks for each of the cross sections. No pitching or heaving, or any combinations of
the two motions were imposed on any of the airfoils, and only static testing was
conducted for select values of angle of attack. Force measurements were obtained
form a mechanical decoupled two-component balance within a wind tunnel at Reynolds
numbers of 7,880 and 10,000. The Re is beyond the range of operating speeds of the
actual dragonfly of about 1,400 Ellington (1997), however this higher Re was chosen so
that comparison could be made with existing experimental data reported in papers such
as Newman (1977) and Okamoto (1996). It was determined that both pleated and
profiled bio-inspired airfoils, contrary to conventional wisdom, have very minimal
coefficients of drag and are comparable to forces measure for flat plate. In addition,
these bio-inspired airfoils produced more lift that the flat plate for all tested angle of
attack. Furthermore, perhaps the most relevant conclusion, is that the measured force
coefficients for the profiled airfoils were largely similar to forces measure for their
pleated counter-parts.

The removal of the pleats did result in some loss in the

generated lift, however, profiled bio-inspired airfoils seem to be a good approximate
shape to the pleated counter-parts.
Masatoshi (2007) also presents an experimental study testing the pleated airfoil from
the mid-span of the forewing of the dragonfly. This study compared performance of this
airfoil with a flat plate as well a GAW-1 streamlined airfoil. This study focuses more on
interaction of the airfoil with the flow provided detailed PIV results conducted in a wind
tunnel under static testing at selective value of angle of attack at a chord Reynolds
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number of 34,000. Using PIV measurements, it was concluded that the pleats of the
dragonfly airfoil act as “turbulators” perturbing the flow and promoting a much quicker
transition of the boundary layer to turbulent flow. Also, it was hypothesized that these
unsteady vortices that form in the valleys of the airfoil pump faster moving fluid from
the outside to the near wall regions of the foil generating sufficient energy for the
boundary layer to overcome the adverse pressure gradient and thus prevent flow
separation and subsequent stall. This was seen to be a definite advantage as the
dragonfly airfoil showed no appreciable flow separation until the angle of attack was
increased to 12.5 degrees where as the flat plate and GAW-1 experienced large flow
separation as early as 5.0 degrees, and 8.5 degrees, respectively.

Obviously, this

unconventional dragonfly airfoil is a strong candidate would prove to be a strong
candidate for a slightly larger fixed wing MAV. We will see in subsequent chapters how
the performance of such a wing translates to the flapping motion.
Vargas (2008) also presents another study in which the same dragonfly airfoil is
compared to its profiled counterpart as well as a flat plate. This study was conducted
using a computational solver similar to the one used by this author, and was used to
among other things, specifically to measure force coefficients along the chord of each
airfoil, and again, no motion was imposed on the airfoils. This study provided much
valuable insight to the function of the pleats and how the pleated structure is able to
produce relatively low drag.

By examining the boundary layer along the pleated

structure, it was found that the drag actually spikes at each peak of in the pleated
structure, however, in the valleys, the drag was found to be much lower than the drag
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calculated along the more streamlined profiles, canceling out the larger spikes in drag.
Using time-averaged streamlines, is was shown that the vorticies that form in the valleys
of the pleated structure act as recirculation zone where the rest of the flow detaches
from near the peak of the forward pleat and is reattached near the peak of the
downstream peak creating a negative shear drag along both the pressure and suction
sides for both tested Reynolds numbers, 5,000 and 10,000. Additionally, the computed
averaged force coefficients of the profiled counter-part to the pleated structure was
compared, confirming prior experimental results of Kessel (2000), showing drag is
comparable for the two structures, while the profiled airfoil does produce more lift of
the 0 degree angle of attack condition.
These studies provide an ample foundation to our efforts, but are by no means an
exhaustive summary of existing work, as this paper tends to focus more on what
parameters affect the flow interactions with oscillating airfoils. Whereas the previously
mentioned papers chiefly concern thrust production of oscillating airfoils, the author of
this papers will also give some treatment to the lift generated as the lift if obviously
more crucial in such an application. Some motions are pure-pitch, some pure-plunge,
and others combined motion to test a wide variety of motion types under a wide variety
of parameters to discern a more comprehensive relationship between the motion
effects and overall performance.
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Chapter 2 : Computational Setup
2.1 Description of Numerical Solver
All simulations conducted by the author employed a user-defined incompressible
Navier-Stokes solver. The solver was first developed by a group at George Washington
University and though still used the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) that will be
described later, the solver was only capable of two-dimensional computations. The
solver was later refined by Dr. Dong, integrating the geometric Multigrid Method with
the IBM drastically increasing the convergence speed therefore making threedimensional simulations possible.

Since then the solver has been termed VIscous

CARtesian grid code for three–dimensional simulations or simply Vicar3d. Just like with
the experimental procedure, the author was not responsible for any part of the
development of the actual solver itself and will therefore only discuss the most
pertinent facts where a more detailed discussion can be found in Mittal (2005), Ye
(1999), and Dong (2006).
As mentioned above, the solver employs a finite difference scheme applied to the
governing incompressible Navier-Stokes equations shown below list in tensor notation.
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These equations are discretized on a non-uniform Cartesian grid using a Projection, or
time step method for decoupling the pressure and velocity terms, employing a CrankNicolson scheme for the diffusion terms and a 2nd order Adams Bashforth scheme for
the convective terms which creates a nominally second order accurate solution.
Convergence studies analyzing the error norm have been conducted and again can be
found in the references mentioned above. The pressure Poisson equation that results
from the decoupling of the equations is solved using a geometric Multi-grid method that
efficiently solves the iterative equation relatively quickly and is integrated with the
immersed boundary method described in the following paragraph resulting in a
relatively fast overall computation.
The moving internal boundary is meshed using an Immersed Boundary Method (IBM)
where the boundary conditions are imposed through a “ghost-cell” procedure carried
out on the stationary non-body conformal Cartesian grids. This procedure effectively
eliminates the need for complicated re-meshing algorithms that are usually associated
with conventional Lagrangian body-conformal methods.

The internal boundary is

generally placed in the center of the domain within a clustered region of grids, outside
of this region, the grids stretch until they reach the edge of the domain, see figure 2.1
below. For most of the studies presented, the internal boundary was placed at the very
least roughly 15 chord lengths away from the edge of the computational domain so that
the far field boundary conditions have no effect on the flow field.
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Figure 2.1: Typical computational domain

This solver handles the both the movement of the internal boundary, as well as the
iterative Poisson pressure equation efficiently and quickly allowing for large parametric
studies like the ones presented in this paper relatively quickly. Each simulation is run
serially on computers of very typical performance, yet, large parametric studies can be
completed, save for required post-processing and interpretation of data, in weeks and
not months that are required by other fluid solvers.
2.2 Validations
The numerical solver that has been used throughout this paper has been through many
validations, References. Additional validations were conducted using the HFWT from
AFRL as the experimental facility. One of the major reasons was to determine the effect
of the large discrepancies in Reynolds numbers as the HWFT, though being considered a
low-speed water tunnel, was only capable of Reynolds numbers roughly around 10,000,
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if the speed of the flow were decreased any more than flow quality would degrade and
the fidelity of the experiment would come into question. The computational solver on
the other hand, like all numerical fluids work, is at the mercy of the grid density and the
highest Reynolds number that computations could comfortably be conducted at is
around 1,200. Higher Reynolds numbers are possible for the solver as some reported
results were as high as 2,000, however these simulations required a very refined grid
and the length of time required to run the simulation coupled with the amount of data
for a mesh that size made the simulations of this caliber more trouble than they were
worth with the current computational facilities.

Many computational solvers and

experimental facilities face problems such as this and it seemed worthwhile to analyze
the consequences of comparing results at drastically different Reynolds numbers.
In addition, certain unconventional motions were proposed during the course of this
research that have never been tested before and were therefore not present anywhere
in the literature, thus requiring experimental validation. This motion is loosely called a
“limp-wrist” motion where the frequency of the pitch, in the case of the specific
validation case considered, is twice the frequency of the plunge, otherwise called a
frequency ratio of 2,

. The details of this motion as well as the motivation for

such a motion are discussed in subsequent chapters. This validation case in question is
a combined pitching and heaving case where the reduced frequency is defined by the
frequency of the plunge and is equal to 7.85. The amplitude of the pitch and plunge is
15 degrees and 10 percent of the chord length or 0.10c, respectively. A pitch bias or
mean pitching angle of 4 degrees was selected for this case so that the airfoil pitches
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from +19 degrees to -11 degrees, pivoting about the mid-chord or

. A 90

degree phase shift is introduced between the pitch and the plunge so that the airfoil
starts at the very top position of oscillation and pitch starts out at the 4 degrees. Figure
2.2 shows the comparison for the respective modes of investigation, experimental PIV
acquisition is shown on the far left, experimental dye injection used to identify vortex
formations that are hidden by the “shadow” of the PIV laser, and finally computational
results on the far right.
PIV

Dye Injection

Computational

5 times plunge amplitude

φ = 00

φ = 450
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φ = 900

φ = 1350

φ = 1800

φ = 2250
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φ = 2700

φ = 3150

φ = 3600

φ = 4050
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φ = 4500

φ = 4950

φ = 5400

φ = 5850
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φ = 6300

φ = 6750

φ = 7200

φ = 10800
Figure 2.2 Comparisons with Experimental PIV and Dye Injection and Computation
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In the computation, a uniform free-stream velocity is specified and the airfoil begins
motion at time t = 0. The computation would not solve the steady-state airfoil problem
for several convective times before starting the motion. This is not the case in the
experiment. As such, the computational solver does not produce any kind of output
until a set number of times after motion start-up, therefore, no vorticity contours are
shown in the third column of Figure 2.2. Instead, a schematic of the airfoil motion over
one period plunge (two-periods pitch) has been show. For clarity, the amplitude of
plunge in this schematic is multiplied by 5. The vorticity contours within the value of

6

were blanked out for clarity in both the experiment and PIV. Data are shown for the
following plunge phases of motion: φ = 00 (PIV and dye injection only), 450, 900, 1350,
1800, 2250, 2700, 3150, 3600, 4050, 4500, 4950, 5400, 5850, 6300, 6750, 7200, 10800. φ =
3600 completes one period of plunge oscillation after motion onset, 7200 completes two
periods, and so forth. Due to the setup of the PIV acquisition, a shadow forms over the
pressure side of the airfoil and the limits of this shadow are not reflected in the figures.
Therefore, vorticies that convect underneath the pressure side are not represented in
the PIV data, however they can be clearly seen in dye injection stills for the first few
periods of motion after startup. It however becomes difficult to discern concentrated
shed vorticies from the dye injection after a few periods or at

when the dye

becomes cloudy due to mixing effects as well as possible three-dimensional effects.
Comparison between CFD and experiment is impeccable during the first two phases of
motion From φ = 450 (the first CFD vorticity snapshot available) through φ = 2250,
agreement between PIV and CFD is very close. However, the dye injection seems to
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disagree with the PIV acquisition hinting at some dissimiliarites potentially as early as φ
= 5400, though it is difficult to judge due to the clarity of the dye injection as well as the
“shadow” in the PIV. The computational vorticity contours show a definite start-up
process, and in fact never achieve what could be called relaxation to periodicity. By φ =
6300 divergence between experiment and computation becomes significant; the
computation predicts a strong leading edge vortex pair just above the airfoil suction
side, whereas in the PIV there is no such discernable concentration of vorticity, there is
there a clump of dye in this area shown in the dye injection still however the there is no
clearly identifiable vortex pair. At the trailing edge and in the near wake, PIV and CFD
remain comparable through φ = 7200. It is worth noting that because the PIV results are
ensemble-averaged, vortex formations that are not repeatable will be averaged out of
the PIV images.
PIV shows strong repeatability and seems to relax to a time-periodic state as early as φ =
7200. Dye streaks are notionally repeatable, but mixing and resulting dye diffusion
renders interpretation of coherent dye concentrations impossible beyond values of φ =
7200. Therefore in the experiment the flow appears to relax to periodicity (if the
ensemble average is to be believed) by two periods of plunge after motion onset. The
CFD, on the other hand, shows continuing evolution of vortex shedding and increase in
the number of discernable structures in going from 7200 to 10800.
The experiment in particular shows the curious phenomenon of shedding a vortex pair
upstream from the leading edge, for example at φ = 4500. The wake behind the trailing
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edge meanwhile, is not parallel to the free stream but is biased towards the downwash
direction.
The discrepancy between the computation and experiment at this time cannot be
explained, and it is not believed to entirely be because of the difference in Reynolds
number. Perhaps, with the FR = 2 case, the unsteady and rate effects are out of the
confines of the computational solver’s capabilities. Evidence to this end can be seen in
the next figure (Figure 2.3) in which we compare dye injection (no PIV data was
available at the time) and vorticity contours from the solver for the equal frequency
ratio counterpart to the previous FR = 2 case about the mid chord. Vorticity for this case
is a familiar Karman vortex street with no real complex formations so contours are
shown at larger intervals. We see from this figure that the CFD matches the dye
injection very well all the way through the end of the motion. This again brings up the
question as to what exactly is causing the discrepancy between the CFD and experiment
for the FR = 2 case. Again the Reynolds number is 10,000 and 300 for the experiment
and computation, respectively.
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φ = 270

φ = 360

φ = 540

φ = 720
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φ = 1080

φ = 1440
Figure 2.3 Comparisons with Experimental Dye Injection and Computation

It was mentioned previously that the experiment and computations were conducted
differently in so far as the experiment let a steady state wake establish before starting
the motion, where as the computation started the motion as soon as the flow was
activated. A “transient” computation was performed where the airfoil sat motionless at
the 40 angle offset for eight periods of plunge motion to let the steady state wake
establish before starting the motion simply called the “transient” case. The results were
actually quite interesting. As can be seen from Figure 2.2 that it was the first two
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periods of motion that matched exceptionally well with the experiment. Intuitively, we
would expect that this transient case would have the most effect on the periods of
motion closer to the motion startup. Figure 2.4 shows the results from this transient
case. The far left column is again the PIV results from the experiment, the middle
column is the original FR = 2 computation while the far right column contains the results
from the transient case.

As we can see, the first two periods remained virtually

unchanged and the most noticeable difference occurs at the same point that the original
FR = 2 computation and the experiment diverge. The transient case results in the later
phases of motion are more “well behaved”, but still do not match well with
experimental results. At this point, it seems that the experiment might be flawed in so
far that the wake of the width for this case is wider that the test section of the water
tunnel and perhaps wall effects as well as the interference with the free surface of the
water tunnel possibly hinder the experiment, or is more likely linked to the difference in
Reynolds number at this point. At any rate, the computation still predicts a strong
vortex pair above the suction side of the airfoil at φ = 1080 0 that is completely lacking
from the experimental results and the vorticity still do not achieve a time periodic
response as fast as the experiment or even the computed loads history suggest, again
the cause of such a discrepancy and behavior is still under investigation.
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φ = 180

φ = 360

φ = 540

φ = 720
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φ = 1080
Figure 2.4 Comparisons with Experimental PIV and Computations, middle column Shows
without steady solution, far right column shows with computed static solution

2.3 Experimental Setup
A majority of the research presented in this thesis is ultimately a collaboration and
validation effort using both an experimental facility and WSU’s computational solver.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to discuss briefly the experimental setup and how the
experiments are conducted. The author was not responsible for any of the construction
or implementation of the water tunnel, save for a few tertiary experiments not reflected
in this paper, and will therefore only the more pertinent facts will be briefly discussed
and a more in depth look can be found in Ol (2005,2007) as well as validation cases with
two other experimental facilities.
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Figure 2.5: HWFT at AFRL

The facility itself is a closed circuit Horizontal Free Surface Water Tunnel (HFWT) shown
in figure 2.5. Flow measurements are conducted using particle image velocimetry (PIV)
and dye injection for qualitative assessment. Dye injection is conducted using blue
food-coloring blue ink ejected from a port on the pressure side of the airfoil roughly
0.02 chord length aft of the trailing edge. The ink is ejected from the port using a
positive-displacement pump that matches the exit velocity of the ink to the nominal
velocity of the free-stream. The PIV is accomplished using a PCO-4000 11 M-pixel
camera using algorithms suggested in Willert and Gharib (1991).
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Figure 2.6: HIPPO rig with linear motors (left) and airfoil shown with pivot points (right)

Motion of the airfoil is accomplished using a “High-Intensity Pitch-Plunge Oscillator”
(HIPPO) rig shown in Figure 2.6. The rig consists of two linear electric motors, each
motor actuates a rod connected to the pressure side of the airfoil. The upstream rod is
connected to the airfoil simply by Teflon bushings that constrict the movement purely to
an up and downward transitory motion, while the downstream rod is allowed to swing
inside its bushings allowing for a pitch of the airfoil, as well as any arbitrary choice of
pivot point of the airfoil. This facility is well equipped and many publications have been
made using experimental results from this facility, thus providing a strong point of
validation with Vicar3d.
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Chapter 3 : Airfoil Kinematics
3.1 Description of Motion
Modeling the movement of bird and insect wings both computationally and
experimentally presented a unique challenge to this project. Birds have extremely
complicated flight mechanisms as they have a large assortment of feathers as well as
muscle groups that extend deep into the wing that allow for several different wing
shapes as well as kinematics. However, insect wings are less complex and are primarily
controlled by muscles as the base of the wings within the actual body of the insect. This
means that the morphology of the wing is caused only by deformation from inertial and
or aerodynamic loads. This provides a much more simple foundation to create a
computational approach.
Insects were among the first to evolve active flight, in doing so, insects have had
approximately 350 million years to perfect and continually evolve their extraordinary
flight characteristics. Through natural selection, nature has been able to experiment
with several different wing configurations and wing kinematics. Fossil records show that
most early insects generally had two pairs of wings, however, we can see that most
insects presently have “lost” one pair of wings to have evolved into sensory organs or to
some other function that evolution has decided. This process has refined a fairly
rudimentary and oversimplified style of quad-wing flight into a largely refined and
complicated hierarchy of bi-wing kinematics. The hawkmoth in particular has very
complicated wing kinematics. Figures describing translatory motion of the wingtip for
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different speeds of un-tethered flight in wind tunnel experiments show asymmetric,
two-dimensional motions that still present a challenge to computational modeling A. P.
Willmot (1997).
In addition to the complex translatory motion, there is also a level of pronation and
supination, or general rotation of the wing.

Finally, there is a large amount of

deformation and bending in both the spanwise direction and along the chord of the
wings as a result of either inertial or aerodynamic loads, or a combination of both.
Though insect flight mechanisms are more easily modeled than birds, it is still difficult to
exactly model all the kinematic contributions mentioned above and still provide some
meaningful insight to the parameter space. Many researchers in the field of biology for
example build very complicated experimental test rigs that model almost precisely the
wing motion found in certain insect species. This work obviously provides valuable
insight, however, it is difficult to make connections from this work to the traditional
aerodynamic theory. For it is only the flight capabilities of the insects that we want to
replicate and since conventional aerodynamic theory struggles to predict the necessary
performance of flapping wing flight, it is advantageous to simplify the process of wing
kinematics even more. This in effect will provide somewhat of a bridge between the
aerodynamic research and biologic research where fundamental non-dimensional
parameters are matched.
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3.2 Cruising Flight Modeling
With respect to cruising flight, we abstract the complicated wing kinematics to a twodimensional, two degree of freedom motion using two simple sinusoidal equations: one
to model the rotation of the wing or the pitch, and one to model the translatory motion
of the wing, or the plunge. The plunge refers to the upstroke and downstroke of the
wing and is often used interchangeably with the word heave. The pitch is essentially the
same as in steady aerodynamics save for the fact that pitch is now a function of time
and when combined with the sinusoidal plunge, will produce a motion that is similar,
but again not identical, to motions seen particularly by dragonflies. The equations along
with their appropriate definitions will be discussed below.

Figure 3.1: Airfoil Motion Schematic
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Pitch about predetermined point on airfoil (angular,
degrees)
Vertical displacement (displacement, chord lengths)
Vertical amplitude
Pitch amplitude
Frequency for pitch and plunge, respectively
time
Pitch offset
Phase shift for pitch and plunge respectively

As mentioned above, these are fairly straight forward sinusoidal equations. The pitch of
the airfoil is handled in degrees where as the plunge is a displacement. The offset of the
pitch allows us to adjust at what mean value of pitch the airfoil should pivot about the
point

on or even off the airfoil, however in all cases studied within the scope of the

project had a pivot point somewhere on the airfoil along the airfoil’s chord line. Phase
shifts were introduced into the equations to provide some method of flexibility. It has
been shown previously by other investigators that a phase shift of π/2 between the
pitch and plunge is the near optimum case for thrust production in cruising applications,
and therefore, most simulations in this project retained this detail Anderson (1998).
Finally there is a distinction between the frequencies for pitch and plunge.

In

mainstream flapping wing literature, the frequencies of the pitch and plunge have
always been equal; however, simulations will be discussed in a following chapter in
which the frequencies are in fact not equal. In some instances, we wish to see what
effects of the plunge or pitch, in these simulations the amplitude on either plunge or
pitch equations are simply set to zero to create a pure pitch or a pure plunge motion.
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3.2 Angle of Attack for a Pitching and Plunging Airfoil
One study performed during the course of this project involved comparing sinusoidal
motions to non-sinusoidal motions that had the same angle of attack characteristics.
Considerations to angle of attack primarily motivated many decisions as to what
motions to create and how those motions created. This fact requires some discussion as
to how the angle of attack for a flapping airfoil is defined. In steady aerodynamics the
angle of attack is simply the angle between the free-stream velocity and the chord line
of the airfoil, or mean line of camber. This fact remains for a flapping foil except that
the pitch is a function of time. Additionally, the plunge, if non-zero, induces an angle of
attack. Finally, if the airfoil is pivoting about some point other than the quarter chord of
the airfoil, then an additional rate effect, which is the product of the time derivative of
the pitch and the distance between the quarter-chord and the pivot point, will be added
to the total angle of attack. See equation and figure below.
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Figure 3.2: Angle of Attack Schematic
Clearly, a simulation in which the motion is a pure-pitch about the quarter chord, the
angle of attack is simply going to be the pitch as a function of time. A simulation in
which the motion is a pure-plunge will have an angle of attack defined by the angle
between the velocity of the vertical translation vector and the free-stream velocity
vector. Both scenarios can be seen in the next figure (Figure 3.3) over the span of two
periods of motion. Finally simulations within the scope of this project have a pivot point
other than the quarter chord and all three contributions will add destructively or
constructively to each other. A simulation with all three contributing factors will be
discussed in a later section. The pure pitch case is shown with an amplitude of 21.5
degrees, and the pure-plunge case is shown with an amplitude of 0.05c.

Both

simulations have a peak 21.5 degrees angle of attack, the pure-plunge case is actually
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slightly less at 21.44 degrees. Also, both simulations use a the equivalent of a cosine
function and start at their maximum amplitude, note that as an airfoil translates
downward in a plunging motion, it induces a negative angle of attack.

Airfoil in pure-pitch motion
Airfoil in pure-plunge motion
Figure 3.3: Angles of Attack for Different Motions

With this in mind, two kinds of cases will be discussed later known as “triangular” and
“trapezoidal”. The purpose for simulations with motions such as these was to challenge
the idea that flow field and loads time history depend on the amplitude of the angle of
attack variation, rate of motion and mean angle of attack Ol (2008). The triangular and
trapezoidal motions based on a sinusoidal motion presented a motion that is confined
to the same basic envelope of the three confines mentioned above. Although these
cases had discontinuities and linear velocities, the still retained the reduced frequency,
peak angle of attack and same maximum rates as their sinusoidal counterpart. An angle
of attack time trace for all three cases can be shown in the figure below (Figure 3.4),
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results for these simulations as well as exact kinematics will be discussed in a later
section.

Figure 3.4: Angle of Attack for Sinusoidal, Triangular, and Trapezoidal Motions

3.3 Description and Modeling of Hovering Motion
Perhaps the most appealing aspect of an insect’s flight is their ability to hover. The
ability to hover is crucial to many mission objectives imagined for MAVs. Therefore, a
portion of this project will discuss some simulations in which hovering motions are used.
Similar to cruising flight, hovering motions can be quite intricate and complex Berman
(2007). As such, we apply a similar type of simplification, however, to be able to make
any kid of comparison to motions found in nature, it is essential to add a third degree of
freedom.

Therefore we add a horizontal translation.

The necessary kinematic
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equations can be found below as well as a definition as to what effect each parameter
has on the motion.

Vertical translation (displacement, chord lengths)
Horizontal translation (displacement, chord lengths)
Pitch about predetermined point on airfoil (angular,
degrees)
Amplitude of horizontal translation
Amplitude of vertical translation
Amplitude of 2-D pitch
Affects shape of horizontal translation
Multiplies frequency of vertical translation
Affects duration of wing rotation
Sinusoidal frequency
Phase shift vertical translation
Phase shift 2-D pitch
Bias for 2-D rotation
We can see that these equations are no longer simple sinusoidal equations, save for the
vertical translation, and that some additions have been made to the other equations to
allow for more control options.

As previously mentioned, the vertical translation

essentially retains the same form with respect to cruising flight. The only difference is
the

parameter which affects the overall shape of the total translation depending on
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the phase shift of the vertical translation

. The figure (Figure 3.5) below shows the

four extremes of this basic idea that occurs for

set to either 0 or 90 degrees. These

motions specifically are not seen in nature, nor are there any simulations discussed
herein, however, values of

for the motions seen in nature fall somewhere in

between these extremes that result in motion that is a combination of any number of
the four motions shown below.

,

,
Figure 3.5: Effect of Parameter

,

,
on Different Hovering Motions
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An additional factor has been added both to the vertical translation of the airfoil and the
pitch of the airfoil about the predetermined pivot point. Both of these parameters,
and

,

, can be called “sharpness” parameters as both of these parameters effect the

duration of the vertical and pitch rotations, respectively. Indeed we see that if
and

, then the motion is once again defined by three simple sinusoidal equations.

Figure 3.6 below shows that the larger the value of

, the rotation is more delayed and

then completely swings through the rotation amplitude at a much faster rate. The
parameter has a similar effect on the horizontal translatory motion. Both of these
figures can be compared to Figure 3.5 above which is described by the regular sinusoids.

,

with

,

with
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Plots of normalized values for both x and θ for varying strengths of the sharpness
parameters and , respectively
Figure 3.6: Effects of the Two “Sharpness” Parameters , and on Hovering Motions

Finally, there are two additional parameters that are given great consideration when
creating airfoil motions.

The Strohaul number, non-dimensional parameter that

describes oscillating flow mechanisms, though used in other fields of unsteady fluid
mechanics, provides meaningful insight to thrust prediction with respect to flapping
wing propulsion. Most simulations discussed within this project range from about 0.250.75, as this as found to be the near optimum range for thrust production. Anderson et
al. (1998) and Triantafyllou et al. (2000).

The Strohaul number is defined as
Hz,

velocity of the fluid, and

where is the frequency of the oscillation in
is the characteristic length often described as the

width of the wake. The wake width is most simulations like pure-plunge or combined
motions is generally defined as the peak-to-peak amplitude of the plunge. In purepitching simulations, the Strohaul number is defined as the maximum displacement of
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the leading edge or trailing edge. Additionally, the reduced frequency is another nondimensional unsteady fluid mechanics parameter commonly used in flapping wing flight.
The reduced frequency is defined as
the chord length (

where again is the frequency in Hz, is

for all computational simulations). Qualitative and quantitative

studies have been performed by Lai and Platzer (1999) show that the product of the
non-dimensional plunge,

, and the non-dimensional frequency can predict a

drag, neutral, or thrust producing pure-plunge case.
This section was meant to provide the reader with a meaningful insight to how the
motions were created and what motivates the decisions for these motions. Later
sections will discuss these different kinds of motions in more detail.
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Chapter 4 : Frequency Ratio Effects on Aerodynamic Performance and Wake
Interaction
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in previous sections, considerations to angle of attack motivated many of
the decisions with regards to motion of the airfoil. In this section we will discuss
simulations in which the frequencies of the pitch and plunge,

, and

, respectively,

are unequal creating a motion that is not explicitly seen in nature or common
engineering applications such as rotor dynamics. In the classical swimming case defined
to be the combined pitch heave motion where a 90 degree phase shift exists between
the pitch and plunge, the two, in some cases three, contributions to the total angle of
attack tend to cancel one another out.

Recalling that the three contributions to

effective angle of attack are: (1) instantaneous angle of attack between the airfoil and
free stream velocity caused by the pitching motion, (2) induced angle of attack caused
by the plunge of the airfoil otherwise known as the angle between the plunge velocity
and free stream velocity, and finally (3) which is the rate effect imposed by the airfoil
pitching about some other point on the airfoil other than the ¼ chord, ¼ chord chosen
only as a matter of convention. For example, if the pure-pitch motion and pure-plunge
motion from figure 3.3 are combined. In this case, recall that both cases had a max
angle of attack at roughly 21.5 degrees, so if a 90 degree phase difference between the
pitch and plunge is introduced so that the plunge starts at its maximum displacement
and the pitch starts at a 0 degree angle, creating the common swimming case that near
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optimum thrust production, then the total angle of attack for this motion is near zero,
see Figure 4.1 below.

(a) Pure Pitch

(b) Pure Plunge

(c) Combined Pitch Plunge AoA
Figure 4.1: Angles of Attack for “Pure” Motions and Combined Motions
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Now if we consider the same case but double to pitch frequency, then the geometric
pitch of the airfoil adds constructively to the angle of attack induced by the plunge
resulting in large excursions in angle of attack, shown in figure 4.1 (c). By simply
doubling the frequency of the pitch, the total angle of attack has gone from near zero to
roughly

38 degrees. Simulations with this type of motion, while not directly applicable

to engineering applications or even feasible as possible MAV wing motions at first
glance, allow for investigation as to what extent that the loads history conforms to this
odd angle of attack history and massive vortex shedding behavior.

FR = 2.0 AoA
Figure 4.2: Angle of Attack for an FR = 2 Case

Additionally, this study was performed in conjunction with the HFWT at AFRL using dye
injection for flow visualization as well as PIV. The Reynolds number of the experiment
greatly exceeds that of computations due to limitations in both modes of investigation.
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Therefore, an additional objective of this study was to determine how the flow field
would be affected by the large discrepancies of the Reynolds number and to what
extent. The test matrix for this study was quite large and unfortunately PIV acquisition
had only been conducted for one of the cases. The validation section contains a
detailed look at the case where experimental PIV and dye injection was conducted and
is compared and analyzed in great detail in this section. Dye injection was conducted for
all simulations listed in the summary of cases table in figure 4.4 that can be found a few
pages down, so several different dye injection stills will also be compared within this
chapter, however, will not be discussed and analyze to the same extent as in the
validation section.

This study was originally conceived as a useful ploy to study

massively unsteady flapping airfoil problems that still had a modest motion that most
experimental rigs could replicate, and also as mentioned earlier we could see how
closely the computed loads history conformed to the large excursions of angle of attack
caused by these unconventional motions. However it was not believed that these
motions were feasible as actual motions to be used in actual MAV function, but as we
will see later, the loads history calculated by the computation shows that there is some
enhancement in lift and thrust coefficients as a result of these unequal pitch and plunge
frequencies.
4.2 Setup
The motion of a foil undergoing combined pitch-and-heave can be prescribed as follows:
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where

is the heave amplitude,

is the pitch-bias angle and

the sinusoidal pitch angle variation. Furthermore,

is the amplitude of

is the plunge frequency,

plunge frequency. Pitch-plunge frequency ratio is defined as:

is the

. The non-

(a) SD7003 and ellipse
(b) FR = 1.0
(c) FR = 2.0
airfoil
Figure 4.3: Elliptical Airfoil Showing Basic Behavior of Different Pitch-Plunge Frequency Ratio
Cases
dimensional parameters that govern the fluid dynamics of this configuration are the
normalized plunge amplitude

the Reynolds number

Re   U  c / 

(where U  is

the free stream velocity, c is the foil chord and  is the kinematics viscosity of the fluid)
and the Strouhal number St  2h1 f h / U  based on the wake width Wang (2005). An
alternative frequency parameter based on the foil chord k  2f h c / U  has also been
used in a number of studies, Lai and Platzer (1999) Note that kh  St , and this product
is also equal to the peak plunge velocity normalized by the free-stream velocity.

In this paper, we employ two types of foils which are a cambered airfoil SD7003 and
symmetric elliptical airfoil (Figure 4.3(a)). The thicknesses of these two foils are 8.51%
and 12% respectively.
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This being, chronologically speaking, the first couple dozen cases used for this particular
simulation of flapping foil undergoing pitching-and-heaving motion, comprehensive grid
and domain size independence studies have also been conducted. Based on these
studies, a domain size of 30  30 and a 553  321 grid has been chosen for all
simulations.
Following previous experimental work done by the HFWT, OL (2007), a two-dimensional
SD7003 airfoil is used in both the experiment and in computations, where a few
additional computations employ an ellipse of 12% thickness. In this study, the motion
parameters are generally kept constant throughout the test matrix with the exception of
the pitch frequency and the pivot point of the airfoil. In the section we will define a new
parameter when describing motion. This parameter is termed frequency ratio or FR
which as mentioned above is defined as

. The reduced frequency defined

by the plunge frequency is 3.93 based on previous experimental work done by Lai and
Platzer (1999). Note that the reduced frequency defined by Lai and Platzer has an
additional factor of 2 meaning that WSU’s simulation has the same reduced frequency
as their k=7.88 case. In the computations, a reduced frequency of 3.93 equates to a
physical frequency of 1.25 Hz with the pitch frequency being some multiple of this
frequency. The plunge amplitude,
, is 150, also a pitching offset,

, is held constant at 0.1c, the pitching amplitude,
, of 40 is used. The popular choice of pivot point at

the quarter-chord, x/c = 0.25, is considered as well as x/c = 0 (leading edge), 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0 (trailing edge).

Again the Reynolds number cannot be matched between
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experiment and computation. In the computation the upper limit of Reynolds number is
motivated by the desire to avoid turbulence and sub-grid modeling. In the case of the
experiment, the lower limit of Reynolds number is determined by the minimum flow
speed of the facility and the airfoil size. The table below shows a brief summary of the
main simulations, additional simulations will be introduced later in the section. As
mentioned earlier, when the frequencies of the plunge and pitch motion are set equal
to each other, a classic swimming case will result and will closely resemble the behavior
shown in Figure 4.3(b). This classical case, the foil generally has a positive geometric
angle of attack during the upstroke and a negative geometric angle of attack during the
down stroke of this motion. However, when we double the frequency of the pitch
equation and leave the frequency of the plunge equation unchanged, we would both
positive and negative geometric angles of attack during the upstroke and the down
stroke, as can be seen in Figure 4.3(c).

Figure 4.4: Summary of main Computational and experimental Cases.
Foil
Configuration
12% ellipse,
SD7003

Re
150,
300,
600

Pivot point
(x/c)
0.0,
0.2,
0.5,
0.75,
1.0

Frequency
Ratio (FR)
0.5,
1.0,
2.0,
4.0,
8.0

St
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

Experiment
Pivot Frequency
Re point
Ratio
(FR)
(x/c)
0.0,
0.25,
1.0,
10,000 0.5*
2.0*
0.75,
1.0

Computational results also include an additional expansion about a case where the pivot
point is defined at the mid-cord (x/c = 0.5) and pitch frequency is double the plunge (this
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case simply called M2 for short). The test matrix for this study is defined by pivot point,
as well as the ratio of pitch frequency to plunge frequency, which for the purposes of
this discussion, have been named frequency ratio or just FR for short, i.e. FR = 2.0 means
that the pitch frequency is double the plunge frequency. Figure 4.4 shows the summary
of selected the computational cases in this paper. Most cases are thrust-producing as
indicated in the table above. Detailed results and analysis will be presented in the
following sections.
4.3 Simulation Results
The main point of scrutiny in this study is the FR = 2 case about the mid-chord as this is
the only case where PIV was conducted so that comparisons can be made with respect
to span-wise vorticity computed by Vicar3d, PIV, as well as dye injection that was
conducted for all cases. This case was analyzed in great detail in the validation section
and will not be repeated here. Unfortunately due to the massively unsteady nature of
the vortex shedding, dye injection becomes to cloudy to make solid comparisons
beyond values of t/T = 2.0 in most cases. A snap shot of computed vorticity contours for
the FR = 2 case pivoting about the mid-chord is shown below in figure 4.5 at values of
t/T of 0.5 and 1.0, computations are on top, followed by dye injection and PIV on the
bottom. Due to limitations of the camera used for PIV acquisition, multiple PIV data
pairs could not be acquired during one period of plunge. Also with the massively
unsteady nature of the FR = 2 case, the PIV snapshots were ensemble averaged, one
snapshot was acquired for one phase during each period of motion and was repeated 10
times for each phase. Therefore each PIV acquisition snapshot like the ones shown in
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figure 4.5 represent the reconstruction of the 10 snapshots acquired for all ten runs at
that particular phase. This process was repeated 8 times for the 8 phases of motion
were PIV was desired. As a result of this process, any vortex formation that is not
repeatable will be averages out from each data pair Willert and Gharib (1991). We can
see at t/T of 1.0 that the “shadow” caused by the light sheet on the pressure side of the
airfoil blanks out the leading edge vortex that is computed but Vicar3d, however this
vortex is obviously visible from the dye injection. The rough location of this shadow is
inferred by the lines drawn on the PIV snap shot, unfortunate since a main characteristic
of this flow is leading edge activity convecting below the pressure side of the airfoil. All
vorticity contour levels between both the computation and experiment were kept the
same at ±36 over 13 levels to aid in the comparison. It is worth noting that the
computation and experiment are in agreeable comparison with one another as both the
leading edge leading edge and trailing edge activity is well represented in both
instances. For example, at t/T = 0.5, the third negative (blue) formation just above the
end of the trailing edge surplus to the vortex pair being shed at this time, exists in the
dye injection and in the PIV.
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t/T = 0.5

t/T = 1.0

Figure 4.5: Numerical Results VS. Dye injection and PIV Results in the First
Period.

More comparisons between experiment and computation are shown in figure 4.6,
however not PIV acquisition was available for these runs so comparisons are only made
with dye injection. Under that assumption that the main aspects of this flow was the
leading edge activity, the dye injection port was often placed near the leading edge of
the airfoil thus making leading edge activity difficult to study, however, if picked near
the beginning of motion startup, dye injection formations are still slightly visible and
some comparisons can be made such as the trailing edge activity seen at x/c = 0.0 and
t/T = 0.5, here we can see a positive, negative vortex pair directly above the trailing
edge of the airfoil in addition to the positive vortex as well as the negative vortex just
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being shed at this point. Dye injection only clearly shows the two positive vorticies,
however, the negative vorticies can still be slightly seen with the little amount of dye
available. The same is true for the same pivot point at t/T = 1.0 as the leading edge
vortex formation is clearly visible in dye injection, however only the very core of the
positive vortex in the downstream is represented with a slight cloud to represent the
rest of the trailing edge activity. Also, it is worth mentioning that the computation
predicts a flow field that is wider than the test section of the experimental facility,
suggesting that later phases where the flow field has had a chance to develop may not
be perfectly represented by experimental results. None-the-less, agreeable comparison
can be made for the selected phases in the rest of figure 4.6.

x/c = 0.0 t/T = 0.5
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x/c = 0.0 t/T = 1.0

x/c = 0.25 t/T = 0.5

x/c = 0.25 t/T = 1.0

x/c = 0.75 t/T = 0.5
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x/c = 0.75 t/T = 1.0

x/c = 1.0 t/T = 0.5

x/c = 1.0 t/T = 1.0
Figure 4.6: Comparison Between Computation and Experiment Using Dye Injection
and Computed Vorticity Contours
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We now turn our attention to later phases of these runs were the flow seems to reach
what we might be able to consider a steady state or time periodic solution. The typical
wake structures of a SD7003 undergoing are shown in Figure 4.7 below. The figure
shows the span wise vortex structure at t/T = 9.0, where the periodic state has been
reached. The key feature observed here is the presence of shedding counter-rotated
leading-edge vortices (Figure 4.7(b)) compared with the conventional counter-rotated
trailing-edge vortices for thrust-producing flapping foil undergoing classic swimming
mode known as the inverse Karman vortex street (Figure 4.7(a)). The red-color vortices
are rotating counter-clockwise, whereas the blue-color vortices are rotating clockwise.
L1 means the generated leading vortex 1. The trailing-edge vortices for both cases have
formed an inverse Karman vortex street, which is the main contribution to the 2D
thrust-producing flapping foils Freymuth (1988). We note that for the FR = 1 case
(Figure 4.7(a)) that the wake more closely resembles the wake structure seen in
Freymuth (1988) as opposed to the wake of the FR = 2.0 case (Figure 4.7(b)), which
looks more like the vortex pairing seen in higher reduced frequency pure-pitch cases
Jones (1996), which is still associated with high thrust production.
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L1

(a) FR = 1.0
(b) FR = 2.0
Figure 4.7: Typical Wake Structures of SD7003 Undergoing Pitch-and-Plunge Motion.
(x/c=0.5, Re= 300, St=0.5, t/T = 9.0)

T1
T2

(a) t/T = 9.25

(b) t/T = 9.5

L2

(c) t/T = 9.75

Figure 4.8: Span Wise Vorticity Contours for M2 Case at Different Times.

Figure 8 takes a closer look at the process of shedding leading-edge vortices and trailingedge vortices for M2 case. At t/T=9.25, the first trailing-edge vortex (T1) sheds and T2 is
formed at t/T=9.5. Both vortices forms a pair and propagated to downstream together.
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A leading-edge vortex L2 sheds out at t/T=9.75, the one will forms another pair of
vortices with L1 in Figure 4.7(b) and sheds to the upstream. This is different from the
classic swimming case (Figure 4.7(a)) which has two pairs of counter-rotated vortices
shedding in one period. Due the different vortex shedding process, time variations of
thrust coefficients are different for both cases as well (shown in Figure 4.9(a)). Here,
thrust coefficient is defined as

CT  Fx /

1
U 2 Aplan
2

. Multiple peaks of CT can be observed.

Larger amount of thrust is generated in the second half of the period and larger amount
of drag is generated in the first half of the period. The peak-to-peak value is much larger
than the classic swimming case. The comparisons of mean CT, CL and RMS CT , CL are
shown in Table 2. From the comparison of time-averaging velocity contours, both cases
form a single high velocity jet with an inclined angle to the wake centerline. However, FR
2 case also has obvious velocity changes around the leading edge. This leads the
fluctuations of the time history of CT. Since the stream wise momentum of this jet is
directly proportional to the thrust produced by the foil, the current simulations clearly
show the connection between FR and thrust performance.
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(a) time history of CT

(b) FR = 1.0

Figure 4.9: Thrust Loads History as Averaged

(c) FR = 2.0
Velocity for FR = 1.0 and FR = 2.0

It was mentioned earlier that this motion was not originally conceived to be a possible
choice for MAV operation, however, during the course of this investigation it was
discovered that his FR = 2.0 for some choices of pivot point greatly exceeded the
averaged force coefficients for their equal frequency counterparts, most notably the
leading edge and quarter-chord locations.

Once the mid chord was reached, no

apparent advantage was seen as far as averaged force values are concerned, and this
trend continued toward all the way toward the trailing edge of the airfoil. Figure 4.10
shows this effect of pivot point on the performance for values of FR = 1.0 and 2.0.
Additional values of pivot point were selected for the FR = 2.0 cases at eighth chord
locations to try to discern a relationship among the cases.

We note that, when

comparing FR = 2.0 to FR = 1.0 cases that the lift and the thrust are extremely higher for
the leading edge and quarter-chord pivot locations, mid-chord location seems to have
roughly the same performance for the respective frequency ratios, the three-quarter
chord (x/c = 0.75) location’s performance is actually hindered by the FR = 2.0, and the
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finally the trailing edge, while produce more drag for FR = 2.0 and it does for the equal
frequency counterpart, produces a lot more lift.

So some advantages to this are

apparent to MAV operation, for example, the trailing edge FR = 2.0 case could be used
in a situation where an MAV would come to a stop from cruising flight and begin to
hover. The values of thrust for this “pivot-point effect” are somewhat intuitive as we
can imagine how a case pivoting about the leading edge is convecting vortex formations
downstream where as the leading edge would be forcing these formations against the
direction of the free-stream velocity which is undoubtedly the reason for its poor thrust
producing characteristics. Figure 4.11 takes a closer look at this kind of phenomena
showing averages velocity and thrust polars. We also notice that the trend, for at least
the FR = 2.0 cases, to be somewhat lop-sided, and an interesting exercise is to repeat
this test matrix using an ellipsoid or some other foil that is symmetric at least about the
vertical axis. Again the bulk of this study was conducted using an SD7003 airfoil which is
cambered and not symmetric about any axis, therefore it is somewhat of an exercise in
speculation to attempt any conclusion about the effect of a pivot point using such an
airfoil.
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FR = 1.0

FR = 2.0

Figure 4.10: Average Force Coefficients Arranged by Pivot Point for FR = 1.0 and 2.0

(a) x/c = 0.25

(b) x/c = 0.75

Figure 4.11: Pivot point effect on thrust
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Also an expansion was taken about our FR = 2.0 pivoting about the mid-chord once
again to run a small sweep of the Strouhal number as this is often times regarded as the
dominating parameter of thrust production Anderson (1998). Strouhal numbers range
from 0.3 and went to 0.6 which is still somewhat in the range of reported optimum
values for Strouhal numbers reported by Anderson for the more classical swimming case
(St = 0.25-4.0). We can see in figure 4.11 that all selected values of Strouhal number are
thrust producing cases, however we notice that the St = 0.4 is the weakest performer of
all the selected values and in fact we can see that the St = 0.6, which is outside of the
range reported by Anderson, is a much better performer with respect to both lift and
thrust suggesting that this idea of unequal frequencies opens up more possibilities to
flapping wing flight.

Figure 4.12: Thrust Polar for Different St
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Some simulations were performed using the 12% thickness ellipse, though the whole
test matrix was not conducted using this airfoil. Again, the SD7003 was initially chosen
so that reasonable comparison could be made between computation and experiment,
the experiment chose to use this airfoil purely as a matter of convention and
convenience. Figure 4.11, shows a few snapshots taken at a value of t/T of 10.0 or the
very last time step of the computation and we do notice some differences in vorticity.
The FR = 1.0 cases do not show strong differences, but at the same time cannot be
considered identical as the SD7003 shows a distinct inverse karman vortex street, and
the vorticies shed by the ellipse are more closely packed resembling a vortex pairing,
but largely similar. The FR = 2.0 cases on the other hand only share similiarities with
respect to the very near wake and airfoil. The formations at the very leading edge of the
airfoil are similar in both cases at this value of t/T, however, the vorticies that formed
prior to this time have been convected to different areas of the domain. The trailing
edge activity is also different from the SD7003 results as oddly placed packets of velocity
near the trailing edge seem to disturb the usual shedding process seen with the SD7003.
This suggests that the shape of the airfoil could have a profound effect over the flow
field.
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SD7003 FR = 1.0 x/c = 0.5

SD7003 FR = 2.0 x/c = 0.5

Ellipse FR = 1.0 x/c = 0.5

Ellipse FR = 2.0 x/c = 0.5

Figure 4.13: Comparisons to Ellipse and SD7003 Airfoils for FR = 1.0 and 2.0 Pivoting
About Mid-chord

4.4 Conclusions
Over the course of this discussion, we can conclude with absolute certainty one thing,
that this unconventional choice of airfoil motion leads to unconventional flow
interactions and in some cases superior performance. We have seen that given a proper
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choice of pivot point for the pitch, that doubling the frequency at which the airfoil pivots
will greatly increase both thrust and lift production. More analysis will be required
before it can be said that these motions would be excellent candidates for MAV
operation, more precisely once it is determined how much energy is required for say a
motor to move a wing with an FR = 2.0 type of motion compared to a conventional FR =
1.0 type of motion. We have also seen some evidence to suggest that these FR = 2.0
cases do not seem to follow the same rules that are in conventional literature as most
suggests that the “sweet-spot” for thrust production was in between Strouhal numbers
of 0.25 to 0.5 yet we find that larger values of St (0.6 was the highest value tested) that
the produce much larger values of thrust than Strouhal numbers predicted by such
researchers as Anderson. Also, the shape of the airfoil seems to have a more profound
effect on the flow field for these kinds of motions than the equal frequency
counterparts. All this leads us to believe that a whole new door of opportunities has
been opened with the advent of this type of flapping motion.
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Chapter 5 : Motion Kinematics vs. Angle of Attack Effects in High-Frequency Airfoil
Pitch/Plunge
5.1 Introduction:
In an additional effort to discern the relationship between loads history and the angle of
attack for these pitching and heaving motions, ramp motions and sinusoidal motions
will be compared with one another. Many examples of low-Reynolds number pitching
and heaving airfoils seem to suggest that the flow field evolution and force loads history
for a broad range of unsteady problems depend on three main characteristics: (1) the
amplitude of the angle of attack variation, (2) the time rate of change of the motion, (3)
and the mean angle of attack. Reduced frequency and Reynolds numbers are also
important factors to be considered. In order to attain the high physical frequency rates
in experimental setups, pure-pitching about the quarter chord seems to be the most
popular as well as straight forward to use, Kocesfahani (1989). Pure-plunging motions
have also found somewhat of a general acceptance as the definition of the Strouhal
number is slightly more concrete, Lai and Platzer (1999). However, the actual type of
motion whether pure-plunge or pure-pitch or trigonometric or possible nontrigonometric combination of the two should be of little importance provided that the
above conditions are met. Such is the spirit of this investigation where we present a
series of simulations and experiments concerning two main types of motions, pureplunge and pure-pitch, and several variations of those motions to test the limits of the
three main characteristics mentioned above.
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The pure-pitch case receives a majority of the attention in this study as once again
computations from Vicar3D are compared to dye injection and PIV results from the
HFWT at AFRL. In addition to the sinusoidal pure-pitch case we will discuss two more
cases in which the airfoil pivots about the quarter chord, however, the motion is no
longer sinusoidal, but trapezoidal and triangular, see next section. The total angle of
attack for an airfoil pivoting about the quarter chord, as you may recall from pervious
sections, is simply the geometric angle of attack of the airfoil as a function of time, as
the other two contributions to the total angle of attack in this case are non-existent. In
these two additional cases, the motion remains periodic and match at least one of the
three angle of attack characteristics mentioned earlier, however, the motions have
linear sections of velocity and consequently have discontinuities in acceleration. This
may result in significant departures sinusoidal motions with identical reduced
frequencies and extremes of angle of attack.
5.2 Setup:
We present a sequence of simulations where the reduced frequency and angle of attack
amplitudes are equal but are all ultimately created using a different set of kinematics:
(1) Sinusoidal pure-pitch, pivoting about xp = 0.25,

(2) Trapezoidal pitch, xp = 0.25.
(3) Linear-ramp or Triangular pitch, x p = 0.25.
(4) Sinusoidal Plunge
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The choice of 21.50 is taken from previous work, also 21.50 is sufficiently large to cause a
deep stall from a static perspective. Also, a 40 pitch bias continues as a matter of
convention. All pitching motions start motion with the airfoil at the maximum angle of
incidence of 25.50, where the rate of pitch is nominally zero. This first half of the motion
can be considered to be a return from a stall ramp motion. The plunge case’s amplitude
, is equal to the displacement of the airfoil leading edge in the pitch cases, a
decision motivated by previous work done by McGowan et al. In this study, it was
suggested that the displacement of the leading edge is the defining parameter
governing the strength of the leading edge vortex shedding and lift coefficient time
history. This value of plunge amplitude creates an angle of attack amplitude of 36.0 0
compared to the 21.50.
The above cases are studied experimentally and computationally.

Again, due to

limitations in both modes of investigation, the Reynolds number in experiment is held at
10,000 while the computations range from a Reynolds number of 300 to 1200.
Results
Idealized time-traces of the pitch angle of attack for sinusoidal, trapezoidal and linear
ramp motions are shown in Figure 5.1, including the phases of motion at which PIV
and/or dye injection data are presented; values of geometric incidence for pitch are
with respect to the left-side vertical axis. The choice of phases at which to take data is
motivated by the trapezoidal pitch, where phases “a”, “c”, “e” and “g” are at the
vertices of the trapezoid, while “b” and “f” are halfway on the down going and up going
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strokes, respectively.

In the computation, spatial information (pressure, velocity,

vorticity, etc.) is output 32 times per period of motion, and are therefore phases shown
do not exactly coincide with the phases “a”, “c”, “e”, and “g”. However, information
that is shown for these phases are within a value of t/T = 0.00275 of the phases
mentioned above.

Figure 5.1: Definition of Phases of Interest

As mentioned previously, the pure-plunge motion and the pitching motions vary in
angle of attack amplitude. The plunge case also is 900 out of phase with the pitching
motions, with respect to the angles of attack, in which the motion starts with the airfoil
at the top of the stroke where again the rate of motion is nominally zero. The phase
difference between pitch and plunge has a significant effect on the startup conditions
and relaxation to time-periodicity, but not on the time periodic flow near the leading
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edge, as discussed below. Also, it should be noted that the time trace of angle of attack
for plunge with sinusoidal variation of elevation is itself not strictly sinusoidal.
The triangular motion or linear ramp simply connects peak positive and negative pitch
angles in the sinusoid, while the trapezoidal motion matches the maximum positive and
negative pitch rates of the sinusoid. This matching then defines the duration of positionhold at the top and bottom of the stroke. The motivation of the trapezoidal motion is
that by matching the sinusoid’s angle of attack limits and peak angle of attack rates, the
principal terms of the circulatory lift response in quasi-steady airfoil theory look
identical – suggesting that flow field velocity and vorticity time history should look
similar, if linear concepts remain at least notionally valid. The triangular pitch, on the
other hand, has a lower pitch rate of nominally constant magnitude, with an
instantaneous switch of direction at upper and lower extremes of angle of attack. We
would expect in that comparison among the three pitching cases that the trapezoidal
case, the case that matches the three main angle of attack assertions, will match the
pure sinusoid case more closely than its triangular counterpart in which the only two of
the main angle of attack assertions are maintained.
We first consider the three pitch cases after the flow field response has relaxed to time
periodicity. PIV data were taken in sequences of 120 image pairs per motion phase (“a”
through “h”), with the first 5 pairs disregarded and the remaining 115 ensembleaveraged for each case. The computation, on the other hand, was run for 6 periods
from motion onset. The 6th period is considered by itself, with no phase-averaging. For
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the trapezoidal-pitch case, the out-of-plane vorticity contours are shown in Figure 5.2
and Figure5.3, together with computed results at Re = 1200. Experimental results for
the sinusoidal pitch case are repeated from an earlier experiment, reported in
McGowan et al. These are compared with computation, with the latter again at Re =
1200, in Figure 5.3. Only four phases of motion were available for this data set. For the
linear-ramp pitch, PIV data are not available, and only the Re = 1200 computation is
shown, in Figure 5.4. In all cases vorticity is normalized by c and U∞. Contour levels are
from ±36, with the two levels about zero blanked-out for clarity. No particular attention
is paid to the transient or start-up effects in this study.

All cases are relatively

conventional and the flow field reaches a periodic state within four convective times or
periods of motion.

Phase B

Phase D
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Phase F

Phase H
Figure 5.2: Comparisons Between Experimental PIV and Computation for Sinusoidal
Pitch

Phase A

Phase B
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Phase C

Phase D

Phase E

Phase F

Phase G
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Phase E
Figure 5.3: Comparisons Between Experimental PIV and Computation for Trapezoidal
Pitch

Phase A

Phase E

Phase B

Phase F

Phase C

Phase G
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Phase D
Phase H
Figure 5.4: Comparisons Between Experimental PIV and Computation for Triangular
Pitch

From these different versions of pure-pitching cases we see a usual Karman vortex
street in the downstream save for a small distinction in the trapezoidal case compared
to the other two. We see in this trapezoidal case, there exists a double-formation of
shed vortices twice per one stroke. This occurs near the “shoulders”, phases “a”, ”c”,
”e”, and “g” of the motion, where the acceleration is not continuous. The first of these
shed vortices is seen near the very end of the trailing edge of the airfoil at the shoulder
points. The second shed vortex occurs as the airfoil begins the stroke and the complete
system can be seen in phases “b”, “d”, “f”, and “h”. These double formations are also
apparent in the phase averaged PIV which provides evidence that these formations are
strongly periodic. The triangular case on the other hand sheds a single vortex at the
trailing edge is notably stronger than either vortex formations in the trapezoidal case.
This is intuitively the result of the greater degree of discontinuity of angle of attack that
essentially has the same effect as the “shoulders” of the trapezoidal motion.
In addition to the activity in the wake, a leading edge vortex (LEV) forms in all pitch
cases. The LEV in the triangular case is notable weaker than the other two cases which
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intuitively is a result of the lower peak pitch rate. The triangular case, again being the
exception, in actuality has a vortex pair shed from the leading edge; in this pair the
negative vortex is weaker than the positively signed vortex. This vortex pair remains
coherent and convects downstream and interacts with the trailing edge activity. Again
PIV data was not available for the triangular case, however, the dye injection from this
case suggests that the triangular case has the weaker leading edge activity of the three
pitch cases where as the computations suggests that the sinusoidal case has the
weakest leading edge activity.
We now turn our attention to the effect of Reynolds number on these pitch cases. The
next figure presents the vorticity contours for the trapezoidal case at Reynolds numbers
of 300, 600, and 1,200 for the six phases “a”-“c” and “e-g”. Clearly, increasing Re causes
decreasing dissipation and therefore less apparent attenuation of the LEV as it
progresses downstream – and therefore stronger interaction between the LEV when it
arrives at the airfoil trailing edge, and with the vortices shed native to the trailing edge
vicinity. At Re = 300 there is at most a vague concentration of vorticity formed at the
leading edge, convecting downstream adjacent to the airfoil’s suction. At Re = 600 there
is a discernable LEV ejected from the airfoil surface, and at Re = 1200 a leading-edge
vortex pair, wherein the positive-vorticity is due to usual dynamic-stall situation – that
is, reverse (upstream) flow between the LEV and its leading-edge feeding sheet. At Re =
1200 there is also some indication of instabilities forming in the negative-vorticity (blue)
feeding sheet at the trailing edge, for example at phase “c” and “e”. These instabilities
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lead to discretized concentrations of one sign of vorticity in the feeding sheets in the PIV
results in figure 5.5.

Phase A

Phase B

Phase C

Phase E

Phase F

Phase G
Figure 5.5: Reynolds number comparison for Trapezoidal case
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We now turn our attention toward the pure-plunge case. Again the specifics of this case
were inspired from previous work done by McGowan which asserted that matching the
plunge amplitude with the maximum displacement of the leading edge from a pitch case
is a more appropriate measure in order to match the flow field. Recall that the plunge
induced angle of attack for this case is 900 out of phase with the pitch cases meaning
that it starts motion from an angle of attack of nominally zero, (actually 40 that is a
result of the mean pitch angle or pitch bias). This phase difference has no effect on the
flow near the leading edge of the airfoil, however, this modest starting angle of attack,
not a deep stall angle like the pitching cases, allows this plunging case to reach
periodicity much quicker, reaching a periodic state around the completion of about two
convective times or periods of motion opposed to the four convective times for the
pitching cases.
Phases “a” – “h” are shown for the pure-plunge case in the figure below. These vorticity
contours are during the 6th period of the computation. We note in this figure, bearing in
mind that when comparing the pure-plunge and the pitching cases, the angle of attack
from phase “d” of the pure-plunge motion is much akin to phase “b” of the pitching
cases. For these two respective phases we find that the leading edge vortex is very
similar to that found in sinusoidal pitch. The comparison of these two cases shows that
the leading edge activity it very similar given that the LEV has not convected to far
downstream in the case of pure-plunge.

The pitching cases, however, show no
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resemblance in wake to that of the pure-plunging case where we see this inverse
Karman vortex street of counter-rotating vorticies that convect downstream at the
speed of the free stream velocity.

Phase A

Phase E

Phase B

Phase F

Phase C

Phase G

Phase D
Phase H
Figure 5.6: Computed Vorticity Contours for Pure-plunging Case

5.4 Conclusions
Investigation of Low Reynolds number (10,000 in experiments, 300-1200 in
computations) 2D airfoil sinusoidal plunge, and sinusoidal, trapezoidal and linear-ramp
pitch, shows that matching of angle of attack limits, reduced frequency and Reynolds
number is insufficient to obtain the same wake geometry or loads time history. The
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implication is the need for a more general criterion of angle of attack time history, with
consequences for the flight dynamics of maneuvering Micro Air Vehicles. Trapezoidal
pitch has a double-vortex structure in the near wake, associable with the pitch incidence
angle plateau of the trapezoid. While the angle of attack time history between
trapezoidal and sinusoidal pitch is closer than to that of the triangular or linear-ramp
pitch, the sinusoidal and triangular ramps have more similar wake structure. The
trapezoidal case is also the outlier in that computation-experimental agreement was
quite good for that case, and poor for the other two pitch cases.
All of the cases examined here have leading edge vortex shedding. The LEV convects
downstream and interacts with the trailing-edge vortex structure. The triangular pitch’s
LEV is weakest, followed by the sinusoidal and then trapezoidal pitch. The sinusoidal
plunge matched the LEV of the sinusoidal pitch fairly well, but in so doing its quasisteady induced angle of attack was almost double the geometric incidence angle of the
pitch, and the wake of the plunge case was markedly different from that of any of the
pitch cases.
Qualitatively the case with the largest LEV also has the highest amplitude of lift
coefficient. This will be investigated further in future work, where the water tunnel
experiments will be extended to include direct force measurements, while the
computation will try to approach the Reynolds number of the experiment.
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Chapter 6 : Motion Kinematics Effects on Aerodynamic Performance of Bio-Inspired
Wing Sections in Ultra-Low Reynolds Number Flow
6.1 Introduction
With small chord lengths as well as slow flow speeds, operating Reynolds number range
for Micro Air Vehicles is termed the ultra-low Reynolds number range, a phrase coined
from Kunz and Kroo (2001). This range is typically from 10 to 104 where viscous effects
begin to dominate flow interactions and should not be ignored. Within this flow regime,
conventional aerodynamic theory and existing engineering applications breakdown.
Insects specifically have mastered the art of flight in this flow regime (Ellington 1999)
with many insect species being “high performance fliers” with hovering capabilities as
well as sideways and backwards flight, and therefore, there is a great deal of literature
involving idealized airfoil kinematics inspired by motions seen in insects. These studies
have primarily been conducted using conventional airfoils like those used on larger fixed
wing aircraft, however, with the common goal of a MAV that can match the flight
characteristics of insects, it is advantageous to look more into how the insects wings are
constructed and not just how they are moved.
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(1975 Nature Publishing Group )
Figure 6.1: Discussions in Literature on Pleated and Profiled Wing Structures Shown for a
Dragonfly Fore-wing and a Hoverfly Wing

In the current study, we describe a sequence of numerical simulations that explore the
wake structures and the aerodynamic performance of these bio-inspired airfoils vs.
conventional technical airfoils undergoing a combined pitch-and-plunge motion. The
main objective being to determine whether or not the aerdoymanic advantages
reported by the research described in chapter 1 carryover to flapping flight as well.
Additionally a closer look at the results will be used for understanding of Reynolds
number effects and motion kinematics effects including Strouhal number, St, reduced
frequency, k, and the product of reduced frequency and normalized plunge amplitude,
kh effects on airfoil performance.
6.2 Setup
The relevant non-dimensional parameters in this study is the normalized plunge
amplitude,
freestream velocity,
the Strouhal number

the Reynolds number
is the foil chord and

(where

is the

is the kinematics viscosity of the fluid) and

based on the wake width (Triantafyllou et al
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1992, Dong et al 2006). We consider principally cases where the pitch and plunge
amplitudes,

and

are fixed to amplitudes of 150 and .1, respectively, and physical

frequencies of 0.625 Hz, creating reduced frequencies,

of 3.93, and Strouhal numbers,

of 0.25, respectively. The Strouhal number is ultimately dependent on the frequency,
free-stream velocity and amplitude of the plunge. The reduced frequency is dependent
on these same parameters save for the amplitude of the plunge. Therefore, by solely
varying the amplitude of the plunge, it is possible to create cases where the reduced
frequency is the different, but the Strouhal number and in turn the reduced plunge
frequency, will match that of another case. To this respect, we will discuss a case where
the physical frequency is 1.25 Hz, effectively creating a case where the reduced
frequency,

is 7.85. However for this case, the plunge amplitude was cut in half so that

equals 0.05c, this in turn means that the reduced plunge velocity and Strouhal
numbers are 0.393 and 0.25, respectively. All cases were run at a Reynolds number of
1,200. Additionally, Reynolds number sweeps of 300, 600 were added to see what if any
effect the Reynolds number has on the flows. All studies by varying reduced plunge
frequency, the product of reduced frequency and normalized plunge amplitude or

,

the Strouhal number, or the shape of the airfoils, are listed in Figure 6.2.
As listed in Figure 6.2, this study involves the two bio-inspired airfoils mentioned above
taken from a dragonfly forewing and a hoverfly wing. These two bio-inspired airfoils are
compared to two additional “technical” airfoils of a GAW-1 (Hu et al. 2008) and an
ellipse of 9% thickness (Dong et al. 2006) as shown in Figure 6.2. All airfoils have been
scaled to a chord length of unity, and maximum thickness of all four airfoils has been
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normalized to 9% in order to avoid any difference in the flow that might be caused by a
different mean airfoil thickness.
Technical airfoils
(i) Ellipse

Bio-Inspired airfoils
(iii) Dragonfly
(iv) Hoverfly wing
forewing

(ii) GAW-1

Figure 6.2: Four Different Airfoils Used in Study

Figure 6.3: Summary of computation cases
Airfoils
Ellipse
GAW-1
Dragonfly
Hoverfly

k

3.93
7.85

h

kh

St

0.05
0.1

0.393,

0.25

6.3 Simulation Results
In effort to try to avoid confusion, we present cases in different sets. Concerning the
main sets of simulations, all aspects about the airfoil motion were kept constant,
especially the reduced plunge amplitude, and only the frequency of oscillation in both
the pitch and plunge were increased to create cases at different reduced frequencies.
This is done because later we will present a case where the reduced frequency, , is
equal to 7.85, however the reduced plunge amplitude, , is halved effectively creating a
case where the reduced plunge velocity,

, is equal to 0.393.
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We first turn our attention to the flow field concerning the reduced frequency,

= 3.93,

with the reduced plunge amplitude = 0.1c, effectively creating case where the reduced
plunge velocity,

, is equal to 0.393, not to be confused with the case mentioned in the

previous paragraph. Spanwise vorticity contours are shown in the figure below, figure
6.4, for all four airfoils at the end of the final period of motion based on the plunge
frequency. In this figure, as well as all vorticity contours shown in this paper, vorticity
contours are shown with 13 different levels between the values of ±36 with the two
near zero levels blanked out for clarity. These cases were computed for six periods of
motion, a close examination of these plots show that the wake relaxes to what can be
called a steady, or time periodic state by t/T of 3.0 in the form of a familiar inverse
Karman vortex street with no other appreciable difference between contour levels for
t/T = 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0. We do notice some small vortices forming on the pressure side of
the hoverfly airfoil that seems to be absent in the other airfoils however, the obvious
conclusion in this figure is that the wake for all four respective airfoils is nearly identical
at the last phase of motion, as well as all other phases of motion. This assertion is
confirmed using the averaged horizontal component of velocity as an additional means
of analyzing the behavior of the flow field. The bottom row of figure 6.4 contains the
averaged velocities for all four airfoils at this

= 0.393, these results are averaged over

the entire six periods of motion and contour levels are clearly shown in the figure this
time. Again we see from these plots that the relative shape, strength, and angle of
deflection of the wake is nearly identical for all four airfoils. This seems to be consistent
with the notion that at high reduced frequencies and values of

that the shape of the
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airfoil has no effect on the flow field (at the time of writing this paper, the researcher
was unable to explicitly find this conclusion in the literature). The fact that the flow field
from each respective airfoil is the same is completely lost on the force coefficients as we
see can clear differences between average values as shown in figure 6.5. We do notice
however, that the average lift between the ellipse and the dragonfly airfoils is
comparable,

= -0.197 and -0.201, respectively. Also, the GAW-1 and the hoverfly

airfoils seem to be the only lift producing airfoils for this particular reduced plunge
amplitude, with the hoverfly showing the most promise. Much as we would expect
from the flow field, this is a thrust producing cases with all four airfoils showing a
positive thrust with all values with in roughly 18% of the mean value.

(i) Ellipse

(ii) GAW-1

(iii) Dragonfly

(iv) Hoverfly

(a) Wake structures at t/T = 6.0

(b) Time-averaging velocity contour
Figure 6.4: Comparison of Wake Structures and Time-averaging Velocity Contours for Different
Airfoils at = 3.93,
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Figure 6.5: Averaged Force Coefficients for

= 3.93,

Cases

This case was computed for a much lower Reynolds number to determine what, if any,
effect that the Reynolds number has on the flow. As mentioned in the introduction
section of this chapter, the ultra low Reynolds number range where insects fly is from 10
to roughly 10,000. The baseline Reynolds number for the cases described in this study
was 1,200 and unfortunately is the highest Reynolds number that a whole parametric
study can be comfortably computed with given current computational facilities. This
next set of cases are identical in parametric space to the ones described above accept
the Reynolds number is considerably lower at 300. The obvious consequence of this
lower Reynolds number is that the strength of the computed vortex formations are not
as strong as the higher Re, and in turn the jet produced by said vortex formations is
considerably shorter when examining the averaged velocity contour plots. Any possible
description of wake behavior has already been stated before as these plots are nearly
identical otherwise for the higher Reynolds number computation in Figure 6.4.
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(j) Ellipse

(ii) GAW-1

(iii) Dragonfly

(iv) Hoverfly

(c) Wake structures at t/T = 6.0

(d) Time-averaging velocity contour
Figure 6.6: Comparison of Wake Structures and Time-averaging Velocity Contours for
Different Airfoils at = 3.93,
and

Figure 6.7: Averaged Force Coefficients for

= 3.93,

Cases,
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When returning to the averaged force coefficients, it probably comes as no surprise that
the lift matches the same basic trend as in Figure 4. The Ellipse and the Dragonfly
airfoils have near identical force coefficients again, though the values are slightly less
negative lift producing than before, roughly values of

as opposed to -0.20

as shown in Figure 6.5. The thrust however is oddly different from before. As we might
have expected from the weaker wakes behind such airfoils, the averaged values for
thrust are markedly lower than shown in Figure 6.5 for the higher Reynolds number,
roughly half the magnitude. Also, we note that the same trend is not present in this
case. Furthermore, the values of thrust are no longer as close to one another as
previously computed for the higher Reynolds numbers despite the near identical wake
behavior among the four different airfoils, with the most deviation from a mean value
being roughly 30% in the case of the ellipse airfoil.
In an additional effort to try to ascertain what parameters have a more meaningful
definition or impact on the flow, all four airfoils were used in a simulation where the
plunge amplitude was halved to 0.05c. With all other kinematic parameters held
constant, this creates a case where the reduced frequency is still large,
number and in effect the reduced plunge velocity,

= 7.85, but the

, is equal to that of a

= 0.393

which matches the reduced plunge velocity of the case first presented in this section
(Figure 6.4). Computed vorticity contours are shown in figure 6.8 for the final phase of
motion. In this case, the solution was computed for 10 periods of plunge motion to
allow for a steady state solution, which does eventually develop over the 7 th and 8th
periods, it seems as though the relaxation to steady state takes considerably longer,
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most likely due to the fact of the higher reduced frequency. The important conclusion
from these plots is that, though the wake looks nothing like that seen in the
,(

= 3.93,

= 0.393) cases shown in figure 6.4, we see that the four respective flow

fields, save for some small have developed this kind of vortex pairing as opposed to a
typical Karman vortex street that convects at an angle to the free-stream velocity which
is consistent with higher frequency motions.
Ellipse

GAW-1

Dragonfly

Hoverfly

(a.) Wake structures

(b.) time-averaged velocity contours
Figure 6.8: Wake Structures and Time-averages Velocity for
= 0.393, k = 7.85, h = 0.05

Returning to the subject of averaged force coefficients, we can see that this flow field
seen Also, since all four airfoils share this flow field, we can see that the other lift
coefficients are roughly equal, though the hoverfly seems to be the outlier in this case.
Thrust is also remarkably comparable is this case as all four averaged coefficients are
within 15% of the mean value. Also, we can note that even though the values for thrust
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are an order of magnitude higher than the coefficients seen in the

= 3.93

, in

figure 6.5, we note that the same trend can be observed with respect the airfoils
relative position to each other.

Figure 6.9: Averaged Force Coefficients for

= 7.85

6.4 Conclusions
This study was inspired and motivated by the work from Researchers such as Kessel and
others who have give some thought as to how the construction of the insect wing
effects the performance of the cruising aspect of insect flight. Cruising in this sense is
more akin to gliding flight where the wings are kept stationary. It has been found in
these studies that the odd shape of the insects wing in fact has a handful of favorable
advantages over more conventional airfoils within this lower Reynolds number. We
have taken this idea and applied to that of an insect’s flapping motion to see if the
aforementioned advantages apply to this kind of flight as well. The general consensus
of the flapping wing community that the shape of the airfoil has very little effect, if any,
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on the wake. We have seen from the presented simulations that this seems to be the
case, however, the performance from such airfoils can make the difference between a
lift producing case and a non lift producing case as seen in figure 6.5 when comparing
the dragonfly airfoil to the hoverfly airfoil. The hoverfly airfoil showed consistently
higher lift production along with favorable thrust production. The dragonfly airfoil on
the other hand did not seem to perform as well as it does in static testing as reported by
Kessel and other researchers, while producing thrust failed to generate an average lift
for any of the cases discussed above. This brings into question as to what role does this
wing play since we have only tested the forewing on a quad-winged creature. It would
seem through these preliminary findings that bio-inspired wings in this ultra-low
Reynolds number range might in fact have a slight advantage over technical airfoils, at
least considering the four airfoils tested. It would seem that the thrust coefficients
seem to be determined by the behavior of the wake as the simulations presented above
saw fairly similar coefficients for thrust. The lift on the other hand is obviously more
dependent on the velocity profiles along the pressure and suction side of the airfoil
which seems to be determined by the shape of the airfoil. This is seen with the hoverfly
airfoil which we can characterize as having a smooth cambered suction side to promote
the easy passage of air molecules, and the pressure side which has some of these
corrugations which seem to slow down the flow slightly and most likely leads to the
large amount of lift that the hoverfly airfoil produces in the cases presented. Previous
research has concluded that these bio-inspired airfoils would make excellent candidates
for wings of fixed-wing MAVs (since these studies were restricted to static testing), it is
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the assertion of this study that bio-inspired wings will possibly make an excellent
candidate for flapping wing MAVs as well.
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Chapter 7 : Conclusions
Though not developed by the author of this thesis, an efficient incompressible Navier
Stokes solver has been developed that is very well suited to studying the flow
interactions of any kind of moving object. Through the development of a few preprocessor programs, this solver has been applied to the study of flapping wings in hopes
of broadening the understanding of this respective aspect of unsteady fluid mechanics.
The ultimate goal of such research is to ascertain what exactly about the movement of
the airfoil, the shape of the airfoil, and other as of yet unforeseen parameters affect the
loads history. Proper definition of this solution would greatly benefit the actual design
and development of a flapping wing Micro Air Vehicle.
The first few studies were aimed at testing to what extent this idea of the effective
angle of attack for a flapping wing had on the loads history. The first study used this
idea of a frequency ratio so that the different contributions to the effective angle of
attack could add constructively to one another and create cases with much larger
excursions in this total angle of attack compared to a case where all other kinematic
parameters are held constant and frequency ratio is set to unity. Some trends were
noticed that were common among all of the frequency ratios. The thrust especially
seemed to reach a maxima for every maxima and minima for the angle of attack, also
this maxima seemed to lag the maxima and minima of the angle of attack by a
consistent period of time. The lift on the other hand acted somewhat peculiar when
comparing time traces for the frequency ratio equal to two pivoting about the mid-
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chord case to the unity frequency ratio case. For the FR = 1 case, the maxima and
minima in the lift match the maxima and the minima in the angle of attack. However,
with the FR = 2 case, the lift seemed to have a few maxima in phase with minima of the
angle of attack and vice versa, see figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Angle of attack and Loads History Time Trace for FR = 2 Case

It was also noticed somewhat as a by-product, that given a proper selection of the pivot
point of the airfoil, that these FR = 2 motions have much larger than usual force
coefficients, more notably, the leading edge and quarter-chord pivot points showed
much higher values for thrust and lift over their equal frequency counterparts. Pivot
points closer to the trailing edge showed greater values for drag but much larger values
of lift when again compared to their equal frequency counterparts. This was attributed
to the leading edge vortex that forms near the leading edge as a result of the much
more violent pitching rates and choice of pivot point. Given further testing of this
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frequency ratio idea as well as energy consumption calculations, these motions might
make excellent candidates for motions used by flapping wing MAVs.
The next study performed looked more closely at what characteristics of this angle of
attack idea have the most impact on the flow interactions. In this study, a pure-pitch
case, k = 3.93 and pitching about the quarter chord of the airfoil, was chosen as the
angle of attack for this motion is defined merely by the sinusoidal pitching motion of the
airfoil. This leaves us with an easy time trace to modify in the form of two additional
variations of this sinusoidal time trace: trapezoidal, and triangular. The trapezoidal time
trace is defined by having the same maximum and minimum amplitude as the sinusoidal
trace, but also has the same maximum rate of change of angle of attack effectively
creating small periods of constant angle of attack at the maxima and minima of the
trace. The triangular motion is defined by it “saw-tooth” shape and only shares the
same amplitude of angle of attack as the sinusoidal and trapezoidal motions, see figure
7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Angle of Attack for Sinusoidal,
Triangular, and Trapezoidal Motions

We hypothesized that since the trapezoidal motion shares two characteristics with the
sinusoidal motion, same maximum rate of change and amplitude, that the vortex
formations from the two simulations would be more comparable than with the
triangular motion which only has one characteristic in common with the sinusoidal
motion which is merely the same amplitude. However, it was seen that the triangular
motion and the sinusoidal motion were oddly enough more similar to each other, and
the trapezoidal motion on the other hand exhibited vortex formations that were not
present in the other two motions at all.

Also, Reynolds number sweeps for the

computation showed that the from Reynolds number from 300 to 2,400 showed no
difference in the vortex formations of the wake in the downstream. However the
vorticies that would form on the suction side of the airfoil become more comparable
with vorticies seen in the experiment as the Reynolds number was increased suggesting
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some dependence on the Reynolds number. Aside from this, it would seem at this point
that the idea of an effective angle of attack for a flapping wing vehicle is either
conceptually flawed or just not sufficient information to predict either flow interactions
or loads history.
Finally, we had tested the concept that the flow interaction is purely a function of the
motion and the flow itself, meaning that the shape of the airfoil is believed to have little
effect on the flow interaction if any at all. In this study, the idea of a “bio-inspired”
airfoil was adapted from several other studies, by Kessel, Okamato, Hu, Rees, and Mittal
to name a few, so that test matrix consisted of two bio-inspired airfoils, forewing of a
dragonfly and hoverfly, and two more familiar airfoils, ellipse and GAW-1. This rather
simple study sought to determine whether the advantages of these bio-inspired wings
translate to flapping wing flight as all previous studies tested these airfoils under static
conditions. This study showed that though the wake for all four airfoils under constant
kinematic parameters might be the same, the lift produced may not be. With one set of
simulations, two airfoils failed to produce any lift while the GAW-1 and hoverfly
managed to create positive lift, the hoverfly in this case seeming to outperform all other
airfoils. The thrust on the other hand seemed to be able to be predicted by the shape of
the wake as all four airfoils had nearly identical wake characteristics and consequently
all computed values for thrust were within 15% of a mean value. However, given the
eventual application (flying MAV) lift would seem to be more important than thrust.
More studies would need to be conducted, but at this point it would seem that nature
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can be our inspiration for the construction of the wings themselves and not just the
motion of the wings.
For centuries the goal of flapping wing flight has constantly eluded man, just look a Da
Vinci’s early designs for flying machines. We managed to simplify this process that
nature had a monopoly on to accomplish things such as vertical takeoff and landing,
breaking the sound barrier, and even landing on the moon. However, it would seem
that our methods over this age of flight were dictated by our size, that is to say even
man could replicate flapping wing flight, we couldn’t very well use it to design a
passenger aircraft. Now that man has turned its attention to trying to create flight on a
much smaller scale, we find that our traditional methods are nearly useless and we once
again look to nature as our inspiration. This thesis was intended to describe an efficient
tool for investigating the intricacies of the task at hand as well as develop somewhat of
a benchmark that can be continued by other researchers in other groups with different
tools so that flapping wing flight can be as second nature to use as conventional flight.
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Chapter 8 : Future Work and Recommendations
This entire effort was meant to understand more about the physics involved in flapping
wing flight. Practically none of the motion setups seen in this study were meant to be
complete representations with regards to insect motion. Now each research group
naturally has a certain insect in mind when it comes to envisioning a flapping wing MAV
and can be likened to a mascot. Wright State’s mascot so to speak is all species of the
dragonfly whose quad wing structure might lend itself to be more easily adapted to a
design for a semi-autonomously controlled flying robot. These species of dragonfly and
a majority of all flying insects for that matter have wing motions that are characterized
by larger plunge amplitudes on the order of a chord length if not more and none of the
motions used in the presented simulations were set to this extreme. However, reduced
frequencies and plunge velocities were at least on the same order of magnitude. The
Reynolds number, however, continued to be a challenge.

Though the operating

Reynolds number ranges for flying insects is roughly from 100 to 10,000 according to
Kunz and Kroo (2001), the simulations presented in this effort were obviously on the
lower end of that spectrum, however, due to limitations of other researchers’ modes of
investigation, both computationally and experimental, the Reynolds number found in
most flapping wing literature is considerably larger with very little information available
for values lower than 10,000. This discrepancy in Reynolds number is justified by the
fact that it is largely believed by the community that the Reynolds number has very little
effect on the interaction of the airfoil and the wake. As the motion becomes more
violent, the pressure components of the flow begin dominant the wake interaction and
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shear contributions become considerably less important. Recent studies show very little
difference in wake structures and force coefficients for a pure-plunging case conducted
at Reynolds number 10,000 and 40,000 conducted with an LES solver (Visbal 2009).
Virtually no information is available for Reynolds numbers in the ranges of 1,000 to
10,000 where it seems as though this boundary layer theory possibly breaks down,
however, as mentioned above there is no existing literature that might suggest at what
point that the flow interaction might become more dependent on the Reynolds number.
The numerical solver used in this study is very well capable of Reynolds numbers of up
to 10,000 and potentially much higher with the use of the LES capability. However, with
the current physical computational facilities, this is not possible. Therefore, In order to
conduct much more ambitious studies, it is necessary for the use of a super computer,
or parallel computation remembering that all cases presented in this paper were all
conducted on a single computer of very typical performance that actually pales in
comparison to the performance of most personal use computers of currently available.
The lack of performance with regard to physical computational facilities that in turn
forces us to keep the Reynolds number low kept us from completing a few tasks that
were initially set forward at the beginning of this study. Initially it was our objective to
determine computationally what effects the wall and free-stream of the water tunnel
(HFWT) had on the flow interaction with the airfoil, in other words perform an
simulation in which all aspects of the water tunnel were represented, including the
plunge rods that connect the airfoil to the linear motors. Simulations like this one would
have provided invaluable information with regards to the frequency ratio simulations
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conducted earlier. The test section of the HFWT measures 45 cm wide by 61 cm high
though the attempted simulations were still treated as two-dimensional, the domain
was narrowed to the height requirement which was normalized by the chord length.
The simulations, however, were not able to reach any kind of convergence and
subsequently crashed. It was determined that as a result of the low Reynolds number,
the boundary layer that develops along the walls of the domain became so thick that
they engulfed the airfoil and corrupted the computation.
Finally one of the more peculiar aspects of all the computations performed is with
regards to the effect of the motion type on the convergence concerning both speed and
accuracy of the computation. This effect became noticeable when conducting the study
on the bio-inspired airfoils.

Initially, the study was much more ambitious and

encompassed a range of reduced frequencies and reduced plunge velocities above
and

, respectively.

Chronologically speaking, two reduced

frequencies were used with the plunge amplitudes and pitch amplitudes held constant
at

and

, respectively, and only the frequency of both equations

were increased to reach a reduced frequency and plunge velocity of

and

, respectively. After conducting the simulations at the higher frequency, it
was noticed that the respective flow fields among the four different airfoils tested were
different, see figure 6.4 for the four different airfoils shown at the end of the 12th period
of motion, which is not consistent with the popular belief within the flapping wing
community that the behavior of the wake is not dependent on the shape of the airfoil,
which was the proverbial yard stick used to judge the fidelity of the computation. The
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Reynolds number for these simulations was 1,200 so the grids not being sufficient for
the higher Reynolds number was the first culprit. However, when examining the flow
structures in figure 6.4, they don’t seem to behave as though the computation was
corrupted by smaller scale structures that are indicative of insufficient grid density.
Also, the grids used in this study were much more refined than the grids setup used for
the simulations regarding the pure-pitch cases in chapter 5 of this thesis, in which the
Reynolds number was pushed as high as 2,400 and we find that Vicar3d produced very
agreeable comparison with the experiments conducted in the water tunnel and were far
better than other computational results published for the same kind of pitching case.
That being said, the grids for the simulations in the figure 8.1 below were increased by
roughly 15% (593 x 453) and the resulting contours were now more identical to each
other, and though we were finally confident in the fidelity of the computations with this
newer grid density, it was decided to not pursue this aspect of the study further as new
grid independence studies would have to be conducted and the time required to run
simulations at the existing grid density was already longer than desired.
Ellipse

GAW-1

Dragonfly Forewing

Hoverfly

t/T = 12.0
Figure 8.1: Wake Structures for Four Different Airfoils at a Reduced Frequency and
Plunge Velocity of
and
, respectively.
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Also simulations were conducted in which the Reynolds number for this higher
frequency case was decreased to 300 with the original grid density (501 x 369) which
produced results that were consistent with the simulations at Re = 1,200 with the finger
grids (593 x 453). With the lower frequency cases,

and

, the

original grids (501 x 369) were used to run simulations both Reynolds numbers of 300
and 1,200 which produced identical wake formations both in respect to the different
airfoils and Reynolds numbers. This leads us to believe that grid density at a certain
reduced frequency and Reynolds number does not necessarily mean that the same grid
density can be used for the same Reynolds number at a higher reduced frequency.
A higher reduced frequency essentially boils down to the fact that the time increment is
larger than compared to a smaller reduced frequency. This might mean that mean that
the increasing the number of time steps per period of motion so that the time
increment could be as small as with the lower frequency, however, it was determined
that adding this variable to the existing study began to cloud the subject and the
decision was simply made to just move on. It is however worth the effort for a study in
the future to investigate what effects the fidelity of the computation with this regard.
Again, the capabilities of the solver are potentially unlimited given the capabilities of the
computational resources match.

If a much faster computers were available then

information from a study such as this could result in a “universal” grid density and
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temporal discretization for a certain range of reduced frequencies and motion types to
make larger more ambitious parametric studies possible.
Finally, it might have been noticed that even though hovering motions are described in
chapter 3, no results from simulations conducted with these types of motions were
reported. Hovering is still a very important aspect of the future MAV and though
simulations were conducted, they were ultimately not discussed due to the higher
amount of computer performance required to run grid independence studies as well as
other validation requirements. This is the result of the much larger range of motion
inherent to hovering motions. Typically the horizontal translation of insect wings during
hovering is on the order of one to two chord lengths which is obviously much larger
than the vertical translation of 0.1c of the cruising cases. This in turn requires a much
larger region of clustered grids in the computational domain, which obviously in turn
leads to longer convergence times and greater occupation of physical memory. Given a
much more patient researcher as well as larger time frame, these steps could have been
performed with the existing computational hardware but the decision was made
relatively late that this thesis would concentrate on the cruising aspect. The importance
of an MAV’s ability to hover is monumental, however to present information on both
hover and cruising aspects would ultimately increase the complexity and length of this
thesis.
Like any good study, this one seems to raise more questions than provide answers. In
this case, like a majority of other cases, most of these questions can be answered with
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the a little more “elbow grease” and better tools. It is the opinion of the author that the
quality of future studies can be greatly improved by a parallel version of Vicar3d and
access to a super computer or upgrade the existing computers.
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